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Rocket sighting double header

• Mission ID is “Iridium 4”
• Serendipitous illumination conditions occurred for two phases of this Space-X 

mission, the initial launch, and the second stage circularization burn half way 
around the planet

• Of more interest to rocket spotters was the several-second firing of stage 2 visible 
against early dawn from South Africa

• Such descriptions and videos are valuable to help characterize nominal propulsive 
events in a commercial spaceflight program which isn’t nearly as transparent as 
NASA’s

• Such information is useful in assessing imaging of other SpaceX events with 
potentially off-nominal performance

• Potential of THIRD observation. of de-orbit burn. is not confirmed
• Launch imaging was MUCH more spectacular but less useful for analysis, 

although several new ascent staging and jettison visual features were seen and 
recorded



Outline

• Mission parameters
• “The instantaneous launch window is at 5:27 p.m. PST on Friday, December 

22, or 1:27 UTC on Saturday, Dec 23. ”

• The South African Stage-2 second burn imaging
• Ground views

• Onboard views of engine firing, fuel dumping

• The California freak-out over the launch
• Why so many viewers couldn’t believe it was a rocket

• Why many viewers DID note novel visual features

• Why wilder stories give insight into general ‘UFO reports’



OTHER OBSERVED FALCON-9 STAGE 2 ON-ORBIT PLUMES

• Australia fuel vent spiral June 4, 2010     
http://satobs.org/seesat_ref/misc/180314-falcon9s2-australia.pdf

• Indian Ocean fuel dump sphere Sep 29, 2013 
http://satobs.org/seesat_ref/misc/180314-flcon9s2-indian-ocean.pdf

• Persian Gulf deorbit Feb 19, 2017 
http://satobs.org/seesat_ref/misc/180314-falcon9s2-persian-gulf.pdf

• Zuma unknown Jan 8, 2018  
http://satobs.org/seesat_ref/misc/zuma_vs_falcon9-
stage2_clouds_plumes_overview.pdf

• FH [falcon heavy] escape Feb 06, 2018   
http://satobs.org/seesat_ref/misc/180206_fh_s2_burn3_d2.pdf

• Norway deorbit Feb 19, 2018   http://satobs.org/seesat_ref/misc/180322-
falcon9-deorbit-NORWAY.pdf

http://satobs.org/seesat_ref/misc/180314-falcon9s2-australia.pdf
http://satobs.org/seesat_ref/misc/180314-flcon9s2-indian-ocean.pdf
http://satobs.org/seesat_ref/misc/180314-falcon9s2-persian-gulf.pdf
http://satobs.org/seesat_ref/misc/zuma_vs_falcon9-stage2_clouds_plumes_overview.pdf
http://satobs.org/seesat_ref/misc/180206_fh_s2_burn3_d2.pdf
http://satobs.org/seesat_ref/misc/180322-falcon9-deorbit-NORWAY.pdf


Best images of earlier Falcon-9 stage-2 plume events

Norway, Feb 2018 – TWIN PLUMES FOLLOWED BY BRIEF FAST PLUME BURST  



Twin-plume fuel purge pre-ignition, best side views
Falcon-Heavy second stage, California, Feb 6, 2018
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BACKGROUND
- 51st mission for SpaceX
- 46th Falcon 9 flight overall
- 47th Falcon 9 mission (Amos-6 doesn't count as a flight)
- 18th and FINAL Falcon 9 launch of 2017 
- 5th Falcon 9 flight from Vandenberg Air Force Base of 2017.

MISSION UPDATES

https://forum.nasaspaceflight.com/index.php?topic=44273.280

DISCUSSION

https://forum.nasaspaceflight.com/index.php?topic=43940.360

General information for Iridium flights 1-5 & 7-8
Payload Mass: 8600kg for 10 satellites + 1000kg for dispenser = 9600kg
Launch orbit: 625km, 86.66 degrees
Operational orbit: 778km, 86.4 degrees



Jonathan's Space Report No. 743 [Corrected]
Ten more Iridium communications satellites were launched on a Falcon 
9 from Vandenberg on Dec 23. No attempt was made to recover the 
first stage (B1036, on its second flight), although it is rumoured that an 
attempt to recover half of the nose fairing was made. The launch came 
at local sunset, so the rocket plume was illuminated and widely 
observed in the southern California area. The second stage was 
deorbited after deploying the payloads. 

https://planet4589.org/space/jsr/back/news.743.txt

2017-083A Iridium Next SV135 Iridium Next SV135 IRID 2017 Dec 23 In 
Earth orbit 
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EASTERN NORTH PACIFIC. 
1. HAZARDOUS OPERATIONS, ROCKET LAUNCHING
230027Z TO 230211Z DEC, ALTERNATE
0027Z TO 0211Z DAILY 24 THRU 28 DEC 
IN AREA BOUND BY 
31-04N 120-48W, 31-04N 120-21W, 
30-24N 119-46W, 27-43N 119-44W, 
27-33N 120-21W, 27-33N 120-48W, 
27-43N 121-12W, 30-24N 121-15W. 
2. CANCEL THIS MSG 280311Z DEC 17.//

SOUTH PACIFIC. DNC 06, DNC 29.
1. HAZARDOUS OPERATIONS SPACE DEBRIS
230248Z TO 230354Z DEC, ALTERNATE 0248Z TO 0354Z
DAILY 24 THRU 28 DEC IN AREA BOUND BY 
27-59S 147-19W, 27-47S 142-12W, 
72-32S 131-35W, 73-05S 146-38W. 
2. CANCEL THIS MSG 280454Z DEC 17.//

Falcon-9 launch 
track southward 
from Vandenberg



SPACEFLIGHT BLOGS 
DISCUSS PRE-LAUNCH

Something a little new this time 
with airspace restrictions for 
this launch. There is a TFR 
posted downrange from the 
launch as an extension to the 
active warning area (W-
537). This hasn't been the case 
with any of the earlier Iridium 
launches this year. I'll ask the 
question over on the discussion 
thread, but is there any 
difference in launch azimuth 
this time around?



UTC[GMT]
LAUNCH
01:27:34

01:30:07
01:30:10
01:30:12

01:36:34
02:19:24
02:19:35



• nn https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wtdjCwo6d3Q&t=10s

Iridium-4 Webcast

SpaceX //  Dec 22, 2017  // 1,307,988 views

LAUNCH COVERAGE WAS
FAR MORE THAN JUST THE
SENSATIONALLY SPECTACULAR
LAUNCH AND STAGING  -- IT
CONTINUED LIVE FOR
AN HOUR AND A HALF. 
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51:41
TIG minus 25 sec
[fuel purge]

“TIG” = TIME
OF IGNITION

LET’S LOOK AT THE
SECOND BURN FIRST…



IGNITION  52:08

SHADOWING IS DIFFERENT
BECAUSE THIS IS 2ND CAMERA…



52:15 burn ending

SINGLE FAST
PLUME EJECTED 
HORIZONTALLY 



https://forum.nasaspaceflight.com/assets/44273.0/1466829.jpg

shutdown plus 10 sec
[purge begins]



53:50 purge continues
[note opposite plumes]



https://forum.nasaspaceflight.com/assets/44273.0/1466833.jpg

TWIN SLOW PLUMES 180 DEG APART
EXPEL PROPELLANT UP AND DOWN



[prelaunch 
timeline: 
02:19:24 UTC]

THE ROCKET WAS
NORTHBOUND
RIGHT HERE WHEN
IT FIRED AGAIN, IN
SUNLIGHT, BUT IN
SIGHT OF WITNESSES
UNDER A DARK SKY,
TO THE WEST.



SpaceX iridium 4 launch 2nd engine startup 
seen in South Africa!!
By “Anything 4 tech” ==  Nate Guydudesome1

Published on Dec 23, 2017    duration 2:13  2,790 views

SpaceX launch 2nd engine startup at 4:20am saterday [UTC + 2]
[prelaunch timeline: 02:19:24 UTC] morning 23rd of December 2017 in 
johannesburg South Africa. What a spectacular site indeed!! Will be 
uploading the proper 4k video over the next 2 days...please be patient 
as I am enhancing the video and upload speeds are terrible.. 

[prelaunch timeline: 02:19:24 UTC]

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2qquAXBpcA4&feature=youtu.be



“Anything 4 tech” follow-up comments

• Oberg question: “I'm presuming you saw it In the east, moving south 
to north? How high [elevation angle]? Estimate duration of pluming? 
Any post-burn fuel dump indications? ”

• “I don't have a sextant so it's not accurate but elevation was about 35 
degrees from the horizon in ESE direction going from south to North 
and yes the post burn fuel dump (about the size of a bowls ball) in the 
sky and main burn was visible as the sun was just starting to rise so 
the vapors were being refracted by the sunlight

• The duration was about 3 mins long....



Additional South African reports
• from Gerald Pshyk 12/27 9 am cst

• “Same thing was seen in South Africa. I guess Africa now also has SpaceX 
launches. I have the video as proof btw. ….  Not on a link. It was a video that was 
sent to me. My kids live there and a friend of theirs filmed it. It was at the South 
Gate shopping mall. “

• No further information has been received from Pshyk. 

• Extensive inquiries with SA astronomy clubs and news media 
have uncovered no other observations, the apparition was 
apparently sufficiently unimpressive so as to escape notice. 

Debated here, too…

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ujWR5ncJpUI

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vMTHU4RBY7s&t=401s

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=VdWhpyuzIDo

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ujWR5ncJpUI
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vMTHU4RBY7s&t=401s
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=VdWhpyuzIDo


FALCON-9 SECOND STAGE
http://digitalvideo.8m.net/SpaceX/AIAA/2ndstage-dragon640.jpg

23

OPERATIONAL FEATURES OF THIS STAGE, PARTICULARLY DISPOSAL
PRECEDURES AFTER COMPLETION OF PAYLOAD DELIVERY, ARE NOT VERY
WELL DOCUMENTED FOR THE PUBLIC. EVEN POSTFLIGHT REPORTS OF
DEORBIT OPERATIONS REMAIN COMPANY PROPRIETARY INFORMATION
[AS IS THEIR RIGHT]. CONSEQUENTLY, PRIVATE ANALYSTS FOCUS ON
RELEASED VIDEOS TO TRY TO DETERMINE UNRELEASED PRACTICES



EFFECT OF SECOND BURN [‘CIRCULARIZATION’]
• 10 sec burn raises velocity from 27101 to 26662 Meters/sec

• DELTA-V OF 439 m/s. so accel about 4 G’s [One ‘G’ is 9.8 meters/sec/sec]

• Gain of  of forward speed raises far end of orbit [opposite side of Earth] 
by several hundred miles, circularizing it.

• https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wtdjCwo6d3Q&t=10s

• INITIAL LAUNCH INTO ORBIT….

• PLACES STAGE-2 UNTO TRANSFER ELLIPSE.

• HALFWAY AROUND, DO ‘CIRCULARIZATION’ BURN

• THEN DEPLOY PAYLOADS….

• AND SOON AFTER, SMALL ‘BRAKING BURN’….

• …. TO DROP BACK INTO ATMOSPHERE. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wtdjCwo6d3Q&t=10s


mm



00.11 in video
extreme mag
and overbright,
shapeless cloud



FALCON9 STAGE2 
AT MOMENT OF 
RESTART, MOVING 
NORTHWARD



Second ignition, monitored by tracking site on 
Mauritius Island in the western Indian Ocean

MAURITIUS



00:19 in video

VAGUE SIMILARITY 
TO TWIN-LOBED
UP-DOWN PLUME
[BELOW, FEB 6, 2018] 
OBSERVED ON SOME
OTHER MISSIONS



OBJECT IS MOVING RIGHT TO LEFT,
ENVELOPED BY MISTINESS 



00:35
ABRUPTLY THE OBJECT EXTENDS A
HEADLIGHT BEAM SHAPE  TO THE
RIGHT, ENVELOPED BY MISTINESS 



00:38

THE “HEADLIGHT” THEN BREAKS AWAY
TO THE RIGHT, EXPANDS, AND QUICKLY
DIMS OUT – WHILE THE MAIN SHAPE
CONTINUES TO THE LEFT IN  MISTINESS 

STRIKING SIMILARITY 
TO REAR-EJECTED PLUME
[BELOW, FEB 6, 2018] 
OBSERVED ON SOME
OTHER MISSIONS



DEC 23, 2017
SOUTH AFRICA

EJECTED PLUME
SHOWS SHORT
POSIGRADE
PROPULSIVE 
ENGINE BURN





FIRST VIEW [RIGHT]
LAST VIEW [BELOW]



WHAT’S THE CONNECTION?

• THE VIDEO IS CLEARLY SHOWING THE FALCON 9 BURN

• WHAT ELSE MIGHT THE ON-BOARD VIDEO SHOW ABOUT THE BURN?



ANALYSIS OF STAGE-2 BURN VIDEO

• 1  ALTHOUGH AT LIMITS OF RESOLUTION THESE IMAGES ARE VALUABLE
• 2  THE VIDEO WAS TAKEN WITH A BRACED CAMERA, PERHAPS TRIPOD
• 3  WITHOUT CONFIRMATION, IT APPEARS THE WITNESS COULD HAVE BEEN 

AWARE OF THE LAUNCH AND THE VISIBILITY POSSIBILITY
• 4  THE INITIAL FRAMES ARE CONSISTENT WITH THE PREVIOUSLY-OBSERVED 

TWIN GAS-EJECTION PRACTICE PRE-IGNITION
• 5  THIS MISSION’S TRANSMISSION OF DEORBIT BURN AND LONG 

AFTERWARDS ALLOWED CHARACTERIZATION OF NOMINAL SPIN RATE
• 6   MOST IMPORTANTLY, THE DEORBIT BURN PLUME SHOWS CLEARLY. AND IS 

CONSISTENT IN DURATION AND DIRECTION WITH OTHER OBSERVED FALCON 
STAGE2 DEORBIT BURNS

• 7   A RELIABLE CHARACTERIZATION OF ‘NORMALCY’ PROVIDES A BASELINE 
TO COMPARE OTHER OBSERVATIONS WHOSE DIFFERENCES MAY INDICATE 
‘ABNORMALCY’ AND PROVIDE CLUES FOR ASSESSING FLIGHT ANOMALIES



53:44 54:29

55:14

56:00

63:09

TELEVISED IMAGES FROM ONE [OF TWO] ENGINE MONITORING CAMERAS 
CAPTURED THE POST-BURN2 ROTATION OF STAGE 2 FROM MET 53 TO 63 MIN

ARTIST
CONCEPT



POST-BURN2 ROTATION [CONTINUED]
EYEBALLING TERMINATOR ON ENGINE SUGGESTS A SPIN PERIOD OF 20 MINUTES 

[THIS RATE IS ALMOST IDENTICAL TO APOLLO ‘BARBECUE MODE’ ROTATION DURING 
EARTH-MOON FLIGHT, TO REDUCE SUNLIGHT-INDUCED THERMAL EXTREMES]

66:29
71:29

OBSERVATION OF SPIRAL PLUMES FROM OTHER SECOND STAGE POST-BURN SAFING PROCEDURES
CAN DETERMINE ACTUAL ROTATION RATES THAT CAN THEN BE COMPARED TO THIS NOMINAL RATE



SECOND CAMERA’S VIEW CONFIRMS RATE ESTIMATE

53:27
54:11

59:41

66:14 67:52
70:16



THAT WAS THE SECOND OF THREE STAGE2 BURNS
THERE WAS A THIRD

• THE FINAL STAGE2 BURN WAS TO ‘DEORBIT’ THE STAGE SAFELY

• RANDOM REENTRIES ALWAYS RAISED HAZARD OF DAMAGE/INJURY

• EARLIER RANDOM STAGE2 ENTRIES HAD DROPPED HEAVY DEBRIS VERY 
NEAR HUMAN DWELLINGS AT LEAST TWICE

• PRELAUNCH AIR/SEA WARNINGS HAD SPECIFIED ZONES OF HAZARD FOR 
FALLING LAUNCH DEBRIS AS WELL AS A ZONE WHERE STAGE2 WAS 
INTENDED TO BE STEERED INTO IN THE FAR SOUTHERN CENTRAL PACIFIC 
OCEAN

• SPACEX NEVER ANNOUNCED DEORBIT BURN TIME, BUT IT CAN BE 
ESTIMATED FROM THE ANNOUNCED IMPACT REGION AND FROM EARLIER 
MISSIONS WHICH CONDUCTED THE SAME OPERATION 



Reentry zone 
opens 2h21m 
after launch zone

Dec23/0127 UTC launch

SOUTH PACIFIC. 
DNC 06, DNC 29.
1. HAZARDOUS OPERATIONS SPACE 
DEBRIS
230248Z TO 230354Z DEC, ALTERNATE 
0248Z TO 0354Z
DAILY 24 THRU 28 DEC IN AREA 
BOUND BY 
27-59S 147-19W, 27-47S 142-12W, 
72-32S 131-35W, 73-05S 146-38W. 
2. CANCEL THIS MSG 280454Z DEC 
17.//



Final burn – deorbit – might 
have been observable

• Jonathan McDowell : “We know 
the stage impacted the Pacific 
probably around 0327 UTC. My 
guess is a deorbit burn of around 
170 m/s at 0245-0250 UTC over 
the Arctic, or possibly …over 
Alaska.”

• AST time zone UTC – 8, so 6:45 PM 

• Circ burn was 0219

• International satellite designators 
were 2018-083A etc but booster 
never received one since it wasn’t 
in orbit long enough

DEORBIT BURN
?? 02:48 UTC 



Stage-2 flight path

LAUNCH!
01:27 UTC

CIRC BURN
02:19 UTC

DEORBIT BURN
?? 02:48 UTC 

REENTRY
~03:27 UTC 

DEPLOY
SATELLITES

Sun el -16 deg

5

4

3

2

1



TO  Alaska all-sky camera operators [July 2 query]
• I'm a retired 'rocket scientist' with a hobby of collecting worldwide observations 

of missile/space activity,  both to see how well [or not] witnesses actually  
describe startling sky spectacles, and also to see how much insight such 
observations might provide to analysts trying to diagnose anomalies on such 
missions.

• On December 23, 2017, at approx 0245 UTC, a SpaceX Falcon9 second stage 
rocket performed a deorbit burn while approaching Alaska from the north at an 
altitude of 625 km. Sun elevation angle of  about -16 deg would have made 
anything above about 300 km in that region fully sunlit at that date/time.

• The object would have been a bright nebulosity  of naked-eye visibility, moving at 
airplane speed, with a sudden brief [a few seconds] rocket plume that observers 
of other missions have described as a 'headlight in fog" projected forward. A 
precise analogy could be this deorbit plume of the same rocket type, seen in 
Norway a few months ago. 

• Aside from the thrill of identifying another sky mystery, the more practical 
scientific value is in characterizing the appearance of space plume events for 
programs [such as SpaceX] that are not nearly as transparent to the public as 
NASA's. Observations of nominal events helps identify events involving problems, 
even failures. 



Response: sky was overcast, no joy

• Sent By: Aurora Notify

• On:  Jul 07/09/18 9:03 PM

• Amy Stratman, 

• North Pole, Alaska [Fairbanks]

• Yes I keep all the archives. It 
was dark here at that time, 
converted to Alaska time, since 
it was winter. Unfortunately it 
was cloudy and my cam was 
clouded over with ice.



Central Alaska 
==  no sky

2017 Dec 22 18:30:00 AST

UTC 23 02:30:00



MEANWHILE, BACK IN CALIFORNIA & ARIZONA – BURN 1



https://forum.nasaspaceflight.com/index.php
?topic=44273.msg1763151#msg1763151
• Absolutely incredible. OMG!!! Launch was sensational. Then the sun 

lit up the plume. WOW. But it was just getting started. Stage sep and 
boostback had the usual amazing effects at night. However, the sun lit 
up the fairings. I could see both for over two minutes. One all the way 
through reentry. Eventually the hills blocked it. Then there was the 
first stage. The sun lit it up against a black backdrop. I saw that the 
whole way until the hill got in the way. Nitrogen thrusters visible, but 
the entry burn from a couple hundred miles away was the highlight of 
the night. WOW WOW WOW!! Never expected to see that today. 
Speechless.

Words cannot do this justice.



gg

• gg

THE AUDIENCE



(Photo: Submitted by Kylee 
Nolf Kindred)
http://www.desertsun.com/
story/news/2017/12/22/

http://www.desertsun.com/story/news/2017/12/22/


https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=XCkOHdTPzPU



https://www.huffingtonpost.com/entry/falcon-9-rocket-launch-
california_us_5a3db3dee4b025f99e1724c9

https://www.huffingtonpost.com/entry/falcon-9-rocket-launch-california_us_5a3db3dee4b025f99e1724c9

Angelenos thought the end 
was finally here when they 
looked up Friday evening to 
see something that appeared 
to be an iridescent alien ship 
exploding across the sky.
“What the hell was that?” one 
panicked observer tweeted. 
“Wtf is flying through the sky 
in Hollywood? #aliens.” 
“What is happening over 
Hollywood right now?”



“I was driving home heading west on the 10 Freeway and saw what looked like a burning 
comet flying southwards across the sky,” said Santa Monica resident Frances Tracy-Black. “It 
looked like a missile and then turned into a condom-shaped plume of smoke as it appeared 
to split in two.”

“Drivers all around me slowed to a crawl to watch it,” Tracy-Black added, “even though 
there was no traffic, and tons of cars started pulling over to get out to watch and film it. It 
was wild. I’ve never seen anything like it!”

• COMMENTS

• Adam Schroeder == I saw it while out doing deliveries in Mesa Arizona! It was such an odd and 
massive thing going across the sky! I was quite relieved that a mushroom cloud didn't follow what 
I was seeing. We just codnt figure out what we were seeing. Thank you Elon and SpaceX for a 
most impressive show!

• Ronnie Corral · Anaheim, California == I was in Placentia standing outside in front of the Ralphs 
working for the Salvation Army, and I noticed it and a bunch of people going in and out of the 
store noticed it too. We discussed it, and asked "What the heck it was?" A military guy told me it 
was a rocket. One lady told her grandson it was Santa Claus. and a couple of people would like 
me,we thought it was a UFO.

• Harry Monk · Methodist University == It won't be long before those things stop hiding and land 
right in plain sight for everyone to see! Then there will be no guessing about if people are the only 
ones in the universe!

• Timothy O'Rear == I find it hard to imagine ive never seen an image like that in the sky,
But its a fairly common thing for these rockets to be taking off? Sounds like a cover story for a ufo
sighting. I would think I'd have seen something in my lifetime that resembled that video clip.



TRAFFIC 
ACCIDENT 
DUE TO 
DISTRACTED 
DRIVER

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Ff7wbSwTuEk



Everything you need to know about that UFO 
spotted in southern California (2017)

• Tim Dodd, ‘Everyday Astronaut’
• https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=EGOaHm0

s6Es&feature=youtu.be
• Everyone's going crazy about the "UFO" seen by 

millions of people in southern California, 
Mexico and Arizona. Well... fortunately (or 
unfortunately) it's not an unidentified flying 
object, since we KNOW what it is! SpaceX 
launched a Falcon 9 rocket from Vandenberg 
Airforce Base at 5:27 pm local Pacific time. This 
was a reused Falcon 9 booster that launched 10 
Iridium NEXT satellites for their customer 
Iridium. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=EGOaHm0s6Es&feature=youtu.be


ELON MUSK 
BLAMES 
THE NORTH 
KOREANS



OVERFLIGHT OF ‘FLEET’ OF BRIGHT OBJECTS IS KNOWN 
TO CREATE “GIANT MOTHERSHIP” EFFECT IN WHICH 
WITNESSES INTERPRET LIGHTS AS MOUNTED ON OBJECT 

• https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wGpIhs6ik_M

• Ria Timmermans == Call me crazy but I see outline of huge object 
this light shines on, solid background

• https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=WWSEmHm27ac

• MrTubarr == It looked like a gigantic alien ship moving slowly... I 
don't understand how that was a rocket....

• THIS EFFECT IS EXPLAINED IN DETAIL [WITH EXAMPLE CASES] HERE: 
http://www.jamesoberg.com/1963_kiev-fireball-swarm-rev-B.pdf

http://www.jamesoberg.com/1963_kiev-fireball-swarm-rev-B.pdf


«ufo california dec 
22 2017» on 
youtube gives 
>90,000 hits

Ten most popular 
videos altogether 
had 2.5 million hits

Google video search 
had 94,000 hits

https://twitter.com/ddlovato/status/944408972496216064?ref_src=twsrc%5Etfw&ref_url=https%3A%2F%2Fw
ww.snopes.com%2F2017%2F12%2F24%2Fspacex-rocket-launch-baffles-scares-southern-california-
residents%2F



Update for 1:35 p.m. PT Dec. 23: Here’s a particularly nice 
video from SpaceX engineer Scott Gauer, posted on Facebook:

I left work a bit early to watch one of our rockets launch 10 satellites to 
space from Manhattan Beach! It launched in the dark but flew into sunlight 
which made an insanely beautiful display of the rocket exhaust against the 
dusk sky. The interaction of the first stage boostback burn plume with the 
second stage plume right after stage separation was so cool! Visible is: most 
of first stage flight, separation, second stage burn start + first stage flip, 
boostback burn, first stage attitude control thrusters firing, fairing thrusters 
firing, first stage entry burn and second stage cutoff. What a view! Thanks for 
the belated birthday present F9. Hauled out my trusty 714mm Apo telescope 
for this one.

https://www.geekwire.com/2017/aliens-l-santa-even-elon-musk-fun-spacex-
rockets-sky-show/



RATIONAL EXPLANATION
https://www.facebook.com/scott.gauer/videos/1884394984928249/

• 1. The contrail is visible due to launch just after sunset. The rocket climbed into 
sunlight so the exhaust plume is visible. Same as jet contrails at sunset.

2. The puffy cotton ball in the middle of the contrail is where the first stage was 
dropped and the second stage ignited.

3. After separation the plume expands because the rocket has climbed high 
enough before staging that most of the dense atmosphere is now below the 
rocket. The rocket exhaust plume pressure is greater than the outside pressure 
and expands. It is not confined to a narrow line as it was in first stage flight where 
the lower altitude means the atmosphere is at higher pressure than the exhaust 
plume. Gas expansion is constrained. That's why sea level thrust and vacuum 
thrust force levels from the same rocket engine are different, improving with 
altitude.

• 4. Space X lands it's used first stage on drone ships in the ocean. The bright, 
spinning object pinwheeling within the plume is the spent first stage. Three 
things happen to it. First it's own forward momentum keeps it moving downrange 
like a tossed stone.

• [more]



continued
Second, to land on the barge the stage must rotate 180° from nose first to engine 
first to do a deceleration burn with its engine to target the landing ship. The 
thruster system to make that rotation squirts gas. It starts then stops the rotation. 
These gas plume are also lit by sunlight and visible. The pinwheel shape is because 
the first stage is rotating. (Think about the arc a July 4th sparkler imprints on your 
eye when you wave it).

Third, and finally, the spinning is stopped, the first stage holds it's orientation and it 
gets brighter. It's new plume pointed to the lower left of the frame. This is the first 
stage landing target burn itself. It is longer duration and in a stable attitude. It does 
not generate a plume like the second stage departing to the left for two reasons. 
The first stage is now flying backwards engine first at this point though it's own 
plume disputing it's exhaust cloud. Plus the first stage is descending now into 
thicker atmosphere where the plume expansion is reduced by atmosphere 
pressure, previous discussion. You can see the first stage position move lower in the 
plume through the sequence as it begins it's descent.

5. The entire time the second stage continues it's climb to orbit as the tip of the 
plume making it longer toward upper left. The exhaust gas previously left behind 
keeps it's lateral velocity now in the vacuum of space so the plume bubble keeps 
getting wider too. (Newton's object in motion stays in motion....)



ANOTHER SIMILAR EXPLANATION

• Philip Dunne == The first illuminated plume was the whole vehicle 
(before 1st and 2nd stage separation), when it cut out and started 
again the lead plume was the second stage engine heading on into 
orbit, and the pulsing bit behind was the cold gas reaction control 
thrusters of the first stage after separation. The two small dots a little 
later were the ''fairing'' which is the two segments of the nose cone 
that breaks away from the top of the craft once it gets out of the 
atmosphere. They were emitting their own reaction control cold gas 
plumes because SpaceX is trying to get those back safely, because 
they cost a lot to make.

• https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JRzZl_nq6fk&t=42s



Explaining The Amazing Rocket Trail Over LA 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=CJ6nn8fZOmc&t=9s

04:37 into video



Explaining The Amazing Rocket 
Trail Over LA
Scott Manley

• Rocket watchers knew the Falcon 9 launch carrying 
Iridium 4 was going to be spectacular because the 
launch window was just after sunset. However it 
caught much of the general public by surprise and 
caused a bit of a sensation on social media. Let's 
talk about the science explaining the shape and 
behaviour of the launch using Doug Ellison's 
fantastic footage:

• https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=CJ6nn8fZOm
c&t=9s



https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=CJ6nn8fZOmc&t=9s
• barbara mecannic == It's a nice theory but I don't believe this is the answer. I live on the Florida coast and 

have my whole life, I've seen a lot of launches in my lifetime but these launches are different. Not once have 
I seen a glowing contrail at any time of day or night, but I've seen 6 since space x started launching off the 
coast. The glowing contrail can be seen hours after launch well into the night(no sunlight). When you do a 
side by side comparison to other rocket launches these seem to be very odd. Rocket launches typically 
launch towards the 2 o'clock off our coast, these launches fly parallel to the earth. The contrail usually looks 
looks like a rough cylindrical shape, these launches look like sperm. Too weird

• Jeffrey-scott Bates == Clearly something breaking through the firmament into the waters above. No other 
space launch has looked like this. What is the glowing orb after the penetration through the firmament? 
Why do the "thrusters" seem to be shut off for a second, then back on looking like a bullet traveling through 
water? People that don't see that this is NOT a space launch are sleeping hard.

• Dommerson Nev == That was Not a very informitable explanation. I'm no conspirator, but I just can't trust 
that bloody accent. Especially when it started to fade off at the end. Also, the exhaust trail clearly started 
from the tip of the rocket. Since when does that occur rather than it coming from the tail like your daytime 
video properly portrayed? Another discrepancy between the two videos is the zig zagging contrail, which 
happens a lot sooner after take off in the day video. As it should. But what do I know. Probably just angle I'm 
at.

• Michael byrd == I never knew Rockets could release glowing plasma Trail? … what types of gas glow FYI 
plasma-based

• David Cooper == That rocket trail or the rocket doesn’t even go high enough but it does go horizontally for 
quite some time...

• David Cooper == Makes no sense to say the sun is only illuminating the rocket and not the sky itself or the 
background of the sky....when the sun is up the sky background is a lighter shade of blue...



Video and time lapse of the SpaceX Falcon 9 
launch from the top of Mount Elden

Jeremy Perez

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2Xzs-R193U0



SpaceX Falcon 9 Rocket Launch Timelapse

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=axJdNbWYflM

]LEFT] Timelapse video of the 
SpaceX Falcon 9 rocket 
launch from Vandenberg AFB 
as seen from Yuma, Arizona.

[TOP] BEST SEQUENCE EVER 
RECORDED OF INITIAL 
ASCENT PLUME BEING 
TWISTED BY CROSSWINDS



SpaceX Falcon 9 Launch (Anaheim, Ca)  257,000 views

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=V2K96aY0tLw
• Skyes9 == Published on Dec 23, 2017
• On 12/22/2017, SpaceX launched a Falcon 9 medium lift vehicle containing 

satellites. This video was taken in Anaheim, Ca. The launch took place 
roughly 45 mins after sunset which provided a spectacular "twilight show" 
as seen in past launches from Vandenberg AFB. 

• BEST IMAGES OF ASCENT SHOW PLUME RISING INTO SUNLIGHT [next page]

• James Davis == What is astounding to me is that everyone believes this to 
be "normal" ~ This stops being "normal" at 1:45 ~ Do you have any idea 
just how large that plume becomes of "electrically charged particles"? 
Sorry man, but no way is that in any stretch of the imagination "normal". 
OBVIOUSLY no one here is a rocket scientist so . . . . . .



PLUME COLOR 
CHANGES 
FROM DARK 
TO ROSY TO 
WHITE  AS 
ROCKET RISES 
UP INTO FULL 
SUNLIGHT

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=V2K96aY0tLw

overbright normal



Complete birds-eye view of the jaw-dropping 
sky spectacle from Phoenix City Cam
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=pNwkXhNxJ7s

December 22, 2017: Start to finish view from high in the sky in downtown 
Phoenix. The city cam by "NEST" captured a birds-eye view of the jaw 
dropping sky show as it soared across the sky from California. 



MOST COMMENTS INSISTED IT WAS JUST THE SPACE-X FALCON-9
[https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ryVIUDM_hTY]
BUT THERE WERE NUMEROUS UFO BELIEVERS, TOO

Shubham Raj == i have never seen a rocket leave a trail this way.
Paige Guedea == That is diffinatly not no fuc4ing rocket that people keeps sayibg
rockets dont light up like that
DJ SAVAGE == Why is the rocket going right to left thought rockets go straight up 
into space doesnt look like went into space
Dennis C. == This is what happens more then a year ago and then they all tried to 
cover it op by not confirming this to us. They know that the UFO's are following 
them when they do these kind of launches. The illuminated clouds you see, are 
there so the ufo behind it can't control their ship. It probably came down 
somewhere as you can see that it was falling down from the skies.
Benn Essentials == The government is testing to see how many people they call fool 
the " live" feed you guys saw wasn't " live" i saw it to while also watching the actual 
sky it wasnt the same thing its sad to see how many people will automatically 
believe what they are told and fooled into believing



VIEWERS COMMENTS

• DETAILED TYPICAL EXCERPTS IN APPENDIX 2

• MOST COMMENTS POINTED OUT IT WAS A MISSILE

• SIGNIFICANT PORTION OF COMMENTS INSISTED IT COULD NOT BE A 
MISSILE, MOSTLY FOR REASONS  BASED ON MISCONCEPTIONS

• SOME OF THE SKEPTICS HAD A GOOD POINT ABOUT NEW VISUAL 
FEATURES ASSOCIATED WITH FIRST TESTS OF HARDWARE RECOVERY

• SIGNIFICANT REPRESENTATION OF ‘GOVERNMENT IS LYING’ MEME

• M

• M



DEPRESSINGLY COMMON MISINFORMATION ON ROCKETS 
SHOWS OPPORTUNITY/NEED FOR BETTER PUBLIC OUTREACH

• MOST OFTEN, DOUBTERS CLAIMED SPACE ROCKETS SHOULD GO STRAIGHT 
UP INTO SPACE, NOT HORIZONTAL LIKE AIRPLANES

• DOUBTERS COMMONLY MISJUDGED DISTANCE SO ASSUMED IT WAS 
DANGEROUSLY OVER LAND, PARTICULARLY POPULATED AREAS

• SAME DISTANCE MISTAKE WHEN OTHER AIRCRAFT WERE SEEN, TO ASSUME 
THEY WERE THERE TO CHASE THE OBJECT

• WITNESSES FREQUENTLY REPORTED OBJECT WENT ‘RIGHT OVERHEAD’ [NO 
LOCATION ACTUALLY HAD AN ELEVATION ANGLE ABOVE 30 DEGREES]

• FREQUENT MISPERCEPTION OF MOTION AS “TOO SLOW” FOR A ROCKET, 
AND EITHER STOPPING OR ZIG-ZAGGING

• A FEW COMPLAINTS OF NO NOISE LIKE A ROCKET SHOULD MAKE, OR NO 
SONIC BOOM – OTHERS WERE SURE NIGHT LAUNCHES WERE RARE



http://www.jamesoberg.com/image/
soyuz-ascent-groundtrack.jpg

https://3c1703fe8d.site

.internapcdn.net/new

man/gfx/news/hires/20

14/3-explainerhow.jpg

WHY DO SPACE 
ROCKETS LEVEL 
OFF IN FLIGHT?

THREE HUNDRED 
YEARS AGO, SIR 
ISAAC NEWTON 
DESCRIBED THE 
PRINCIPLE OF 
GETTING INTO      
A LOW ORBIT 
AROUND THE 

EARTH, USING A 
CANNON ATOP A 
MOUNTAIN AS 
THE STARTING 

POINT. A ROCKET 
ACHIEVES THE 

SAME DYNAMIC 
CONDITIONS.NOTE HOW THE SHAPE OF THE ASCENT TRAJECTORY 

WILL APPEAR DRAMATICALLY DIFFERENT VIEWED 
FROM DOWNRANGE OFF TO THE SIDE COMPARED 
TO THE VIEW FROM NEAR THE LAUNCH SITE ITSELF.

TYPICAL ASCENT TRAJECTORY FOR 
LAUNCH VEHICLE HEADING FOR LOW 
EARTH ORBIT -- HERE, SOYUZ LAUNCH 
FROM THE BAYKONUR COSMODROME 

TO THE INTERNATIONAL SPACE STATION

NOTE THAT THE VERTICAL 
SCALE IS EXAGGERATED 
TIMES FOUR OR FIVE



INTIMATE ASSOCIATION WITH UFO LORE 

• FREQUENT REFERENCES TO OTHER EVENTS AROUND THE WORLD [SEE 
NEXT PAGE FOR SPECIFIC EVENTS AND THEIR ROCKET EXPLANATIONS]

• :”WHY IS THIS HAPPENING ALL OVER THE WORLD?”

• “WHY ARE WE SEEING SUCH STUFF ONLY RECENTLY”

• THE ILLUMINATION OF THE PLUME WAS PARTICULARLY STRESSED AS 
‘GLOWING’ NUCLEAR PHYSICS OR OTHER ALIEN TECHNOLOGICAL FEAT

• X

• X

• X



ANALOGOUS ROCKET-LAUNCH APPARITIONS

• “Great Norway Spiral” of December 2009

• http://satobs.org/seesat_ref/misc/Norway_Spiral_--_15_FAQS_final.pdf

• Russian report just four days after this sighting [Dec 26, 2017]

• http://satobs.org/seesat_ref/misc/171226_kyss.pdf

• Trident missile test off San Diego [Nov 7, 2015]

• http://satobs.org/seesat_ref/misc/misperceiving_missiles.pdf

• ‘Falcon Heavy’ trans-Mars escape roket plum [Feb 06, 2018]   

• http://satobs.org/seesat_ref/misc/180206_fh_s2_burn3_d2.pdf

• Australian dawn sky spiral [June 4, 2010]

• http://satobs.org/seesat_ref/misc/180314-falcon9s2-australia.pdf

• Soyuz launch observed from ground, air, and space [December 15, 2015 ]

• http://satobs.org/seesat_ref/misc/Soyuz_launch_4.pdf

http://satobs.org/seesat_ref/misc/Norway_Spiral_--_15_FAQS_final.pdf
http://satobs.org/seesat_ref/misc/171226_kyss.pdf
http://satobs.org/seesat_ref/misc/misperceiving_missiles.pdf
http://satobs.org/seesat_ref/misc/180206_fh_s2_burn3_d2.pdf
http://satobs.org/seesat_ref/misc/180314-falcon9s2-australia.pdf
https://l.facebook.com/l.php?u=http://satobs.org/seesat_ref/misc/Soyuz_launch_4.pdf&h=ATMfqvzbtnb2-FepNya9-qkh9ENt_gEPlWOY-bYnuH9d1k1RiiNH_2x466Grfhd91T09GQIK-MMKRSuDl02QkZITSRcy6BnrhgVOkgeekhge15PXAA


UNDERSTANDING THESE SUBCONSCIOUS CULTURAL BIASES IS CRUCIAL 
FOR EFFECTIVE ANALYTICAL EXPLOITATION OF FUTURE WITNESS REPORTS

• “PEOPLE SEE WHAT THEY EXPECT TO SEE” MEANS THEY OFTEN WILL NOT NOTICE OR REMEMBER 
POSSIBLY CRITICAL DETAILS OF AN OBSERVED SPACEFLIGHT EVENT, NOMINAL OR ANOMALOUS

• AFTER SUFFICIENT RETELLINGS OF THE EXPERIENCE THEY CAN ‘EDIT IN’ DETAILS FROM THE 
‘REMINDED-OF’ ANALOGIES USED IN THEIR NARRATIVES

• RECOLLECTIONS OF CLOCK TIME AND EVENT DURATION CAN SHOW MAOR ERRORS

• ANY ESTIMATE OF SIZE AND DISTANCE CAN BE DISMISSED AS ASSUMPTION-DRIVEN

• EVEN DESCRIPTIONS OF SKY-RELATIVE MOVEMENTS SHOW FREQUENT RANDOM JITTER

• FUNDAMENTAL DATA NEEDED TO MAKE REPORTS USEFUL – SUCH AS OBSERVER LOCATION, LINE-
OF-SIGHT AZIMUTH AND ELEVATION, OBJECT ANGULAR SIZE – ARE EXTREMELY RARE

• FOLLOWUP REQUESTS FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION ARE SUCCESSFUL ONLY OCCASIONALLY

• EXTRARDINARY INTERPRETATIONS OF SUCH APPARITIONS FREQUENTLY GIVE THE WITNESS 
PERSONAL PRIDE AT POSSESSING SECRET KNOWLEDGE, AND STATUS IN INTERNET SUBCULTURES 



WHY IS BETTER OBSERVATIONAL DATA IMPORTANT??
• SERENDIPITOUS TWILIGHT OBSERVATIONS OF MISSILE AND SPACEFLIGHT EVENTS WILL 

INCREASE, AGAIN CATCHING MANY OBSERVERS BY SURPRISE

• SOME WILL BE SCHEDULED, ACKNOWLEDGED MISSIONS, BUT THE MOST INTERESTING 
MAY NOT BE, AND SUCH ACCIDENTAL OBSERVATIONS MAY BE ALL THE INFORMATION 
AVAILABLE TO THE PUBLIC 

• THE SAME SITUATION APPLIES TO MISSION ANOMALIES ON SECRETIVE PROGRAMS SUCH 
AS THOSE OF RUSSIA, CHINA, US-DoD,  SPACE-X, BLUE ORIGIN, AND OTHERS 

• TO FACILITATE RECONSTRUCTION OF THE CAUSE OF SUCH OBSERVATIONS BY 
INDEPENDENT SPECIALISTS, RAPID AND THOROUGH PARAMETERS OF EACH SIGHTING 
SHOULD BE GATHERED, DOCUMENTED, AND DISSEMINATED AS QUICKLY AS POSSIBLE 

• TO DATE, THIS PROCESS, WHILE OFTEN VISUALLY AWESOME AND RANDOMLY 
INFORMATIVE,  HAS BEEN ERRATIC, SPOTTY, USUALLY SLOPPY, OFTEN ERROR-FILLED, 
AND GENERALLY INADEQUATE TO PROVIDE INDEPENDENT EXPERTS THE INFORMATION 
NEEDED TO PERSUASIVELY  CHARACTERIZE EVENTS WHOSE OPERATORS DESIRE TO BE 
CONCEALED FROM THE GENERAL PUBLIC

• THE RESULTING AMBIGUITY AND UNCERTAINTY ABOUT SUCH EVENTS HAS ALLOWED 
THE INTERNET INDUSTRIALIZATION OF BIZARRE, ANTI-SCIENTIFIC, AND CULTURALLY 
TOXIC CONSPIRACY THEORIES WHICH TAKE ROOT AND THRIVE, ESPECIALLY IN THE 
MINDS OF MANY YOUNG SPACEFLIGHT-MINDED PEOPLE AROUND THE WORLD



ELEMENT OF INTENTIONAL SLANTING/FABRICATION

• 1  UFO HEADLINES MAKE MONEY

• 2  FUND-RAISING APPEALS FOR ‘TRUTH’

• 3  MEDIA SITES SEEM TO WANT TO ENCOURAGE CREDULOUS 
READERSHIP SO THEY CAN CHARGE HIGHER RATES TO ADVERTISERS 
WHO PREFER READERS WHO WILL EASILY BELIEVE ANYTHING

• 4 ETC



California ALIEN UFO Chased By Fighter Pilot 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ryVIUDM_hTY

• Fortnite HQ == In today's video 
we take a look at Never Before 
Seen Footage of the New UFO 
Sighting in Los Angeles, 
California on 12/22/2017. The 
Pilot Who Chased This UFO 
Reveals All and Exposed NASA. 
Do Not Be Fooled, this is not 
Elon Musk SpaceX Falcon 9. 
This Alien UFO was spotted 
making Strange Lights In The 
Sky which was seen by Million

66,299 views

THIS POSTER INSERTED VIDEO OF SUPPOSED
SECRET US NAVY UFO ENCOUNTER INTO
THE STORY OF THE DEC 22 FALCON LAUNCH

SOME  DELIBERATE 
FALSIFICATION



UNBELIEVEBALE! This was no rocket!!
“Mia's New Pair of Glasses”   //  46,000+ views
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=c24hFwouCJ0

Comments are disabled for this video

https://www.patreon.com/miasnewpairofglasses

Welcome to my Patreon page! I am a dedicated truther, determined to 
bring you the truth, in a world of deception. I tell you what the 
mainstream media DOESN'T. My videos will bring you the truth that 
many well known "truthers" won't even touch! I'm not afraid to give it 
to you unfiltered and raw, to help create a world our families and 
friends can live in. Much love…..

[JUST SEND MONEY]



DISCUSSION

• 1

• 2

• 3

• 4

• 5



APPENDIX 1

• FURTHER DETAILS ON SOUTH AFRICA OBSERVATION

• TBS – STILL SEARCHING



APPENDIX 2  -- CULTURAL IMPACT
• DETAILED COLLECTION OF COMMENTS SHOW RANGE OF INTERPRETATIONS AND OFTEN THE 

REASONING BEHIND THEM, RECORDED VERY SOON AFTER THE OBSERVATION ITSELF

• THIS COLLECTION IS DELIBERATLY EXCESSIVELY CATCH-ALL AND REPETITIVE IN ORDER TO REFLECT 
THE FLAVOR OF THE THOUSANDS OF COMMENTS WITHOUT ALLOWING ANY EDITORIAL 
SELECTION BIASES PREDISPOSE WHICH COMMENTS ARE RELEVANT AND WHICH ARE NOT [THE 
READER CAN SKIM AND SKIP AROUND AS DESIRED]

• THIS IS NOT INTENDED TO MOCK OR BELITTLE ANY OF THE VIEWS OF WITNESSES WHO ARE 
BEING CONFRONTED WITH A ONCE-IN-A-LIFETIME SKY SPECTACLE – BUT TO APPRECIATE THEM

• MOST COMMENTS ARGUED FOR ROCKET EXPLANATION, AND SOME WERE RELIGIOUS IN NATURE 
– THESE WERE UNINTERESTING AND ARE OMITTED

• MOST SIGNIFICANT WAS THE RANGE OF ACCURATE REPORTS [SOMETIMES GARBLED BUT 
RECOGNIZABLE] OF UNUSUAL FEATURES OF THIS PARTICULAR LAUNCH 

• THIS IS A REMINDER THAT OBSERVED LAUNCH EVENTS ARE NOT CLONES OF PREVIOUS EVENTS 
AND THAT EVEN CONFUSED AND ALARMED WITNESSES CAN DETECT AND DRAW ATTENTION TO 
UNUSUAL FEATURES THAT COULD AND SHOULD BE OF LEGITIMATE INTEREST TO ANALYSTS

• THE UTILITY OF ANALYZING EYEWITNESS ‘UFO REPORTS’ AS CLUES TO SECRET AVIATION/MISSILE 
EVENTS AROUND THE WORLD HAS PRESUMABLY BEEN RECOGNIZED FOR DECADES BY 
PARTICULAR GOVERNMENT AGENCIES WHO REALLY SHOULD HOPE THAT THIS INTEREST IS NOT 
REALIZED BY THE PUBLIC AND BY THE NATIONS WHOSE ACTIVITIES ARE REPORTED AS ‘UFOS’.



The ‘UFO’





https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=odtwXD8Q3p8

• Freedom Fighter == Wtf is causing the trail behind it to be lit up so bright?! 
It was like the sun shinning, but just in the trail. It was very bright even long 
after the object was gone from view. Oh & btw I saw this from North 
Phoenix.

• Jason Rendon == We heard the boom in Mesa Az last night at the high 
school and saw it clear as day

• Countryman Gaia Warrior == Just Zach people who believe in MSM. are 
braindead. How can.a."rocket" launch in CA be seem all over US even NY ? 
The space X launch is a smokescreen to hide the truth. Its alien plasma and 
energy ships. Ufos not all are nuts and bolts they are multidimensional .

• [MSM = mainstream news media]



Chris Brown & California residents can't explain the UFO 
flying in the sky // https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=BMpRJWAvsj8

• Alfonso Rodriguez == This was no satellite I work at Northrop 
Grumman there not telling you the truth

• Nurr Jannah Dina Diamond Hander == From New Mexico Chris And I 
Seen A Huge Dome Of A Cloud Towards the West Which Is California 
And From Where I'm from It Looked Unusual Look Like A Huge Bubble 
Over California

• ===   

• MythicGaming == I saw this tonight and got a video, definitely not a 
satellite getting launched

• stone hale == What rocket do you know that does zig zags...



Caught on Tape - Giant Mothership UFO Filmed 
from California to Arizona - Mass Sighting

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=aVF5NjCbAFs



Mysterious Object Seen Over US Skies    40,000+ views
Mystery Object caught on cam over California and Arizona Sky. Portal ? UFO ? Rocket 
Launch ? What Could it be ? This compilation was made thanks to several 
subscribers who spotted the object. More updates: https://goo.gl/ypYS6m / 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8_fxU5AwSJk

• Southern California freedom777 == THAT IS IMPOSSIBLE James I saw the strange 
lights in the sky I'm from Long Beach California I know the mainstream media 
going to say it's a rocket launch but I'm not buying on that it has to be something 
else like UFO

• Countryman Gaia Warrior == lmao. You skeptics are desperate aren't you ? How 
about the stuff being reported all around the world. All "space x". Open your 
mind and raise your consciousness and awareness before too late

• dirk en schatje == Its Venus reflecting in swampgas! Now ppl just go inside and 
continue to stare at youre personal brainwash machine it will re-program you. If 
its not on tv its not true!!!!

• 3nails 1cross == Wow!! just because NASA says it then it MUST BE a rocket launch 
mass conditioning of libtards

• Yeshua SenseMAN == No worry its a weather balloon says the gov haha of course 
it is this one was directly above my house it was the coolest thing ive ever seen its 
multi dimensional

https://www.youtube.com/redirect?v=8_fxU5AwSJk&event=video_description&redir_token=kDtG7UAk8Fiz_jcNtP7LVHC91ft8MTUxNDA4OTYzMkAxNTE0MDAzMjMy&q=https://goo.gl/ypYS6m
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8_fxU5AwSJk


https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8_fxU5AwSJk
• Victor Rivera Jr == I think its a portal...from science fiction you know there is the 

two points opposite of one another when there's a portal being opened and art 
imitates reality...i cant remember exactly where i seen something like this before 
but i have seen it in a movie or video game

• Carl Kocinski == If this is a rocket which its clearly not! WHY IS THERE NO 
FUC4ING SOUND?  Project bluebeam I reckon.

• Terry Donaldson == I live in arizona an i saw this weird lite at frist i thought it was 
a light in the parking lot then on the other side i saw another lite that looked to 
be the same kind of lite but shining through clouds they didnt appear to be 
moving real fast. It didnt look like any airplanes or choppers. Just lites fanned out 
like spray coming out. With another lite in center closer to the one to the south. I 
guess i never heard of spacex rocket it didnt look anything like a rocket what ever 
it was it was at least 4 lites kind of in a row an no noise.

• JOEY == My dogs were actually barking at the sky and i looked up to see this 
phenomena, most dogs in my neighborhood were howling too. I found it strange 
and creepy. This is not a space x satellite or else they would have announced it a 
week before.

• noe mercy == They say rockets but I didn't know rockets can stay still

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8_fxU5AwSJk


Crazy Video of Object in Sky over Los Angeles (SpaceX Falcon 9)

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4BXLd48QYs4
Mad Scientist BBQ // Published on Dec 22, 2017 //  540,000+ views

• Daniel Martinez  == It wasn't a rocket it stopped and a rocket can't stop it moved 
like a jelly fish -- look think about it why would a rocket stop it's illogical

• Eddie Villagran  == we saw it to , it was so amazing , the second beam following 
the first one was wierd , amazing

• Paul Bentrod == That's no rocket. they are liars. We are about to get hit by major 
catastrophes

• Norma Rae  =  I'm wondering why if these really are simply launches, why haven't 
the majority of the people seen them? I've lived in Southern CA my whole life and 
had never seen it before until today. My brother witnessed one for his first time 
in 2015. If they've always looked this way, then it wouldn't be such a phenomena.

• THAT IS IMPOSSIBLE  == First off - HUGE shout out to all of IMC family , thank you 
for so many videos of this eerie event. A lot of people are saying that they 
watched this from beginning to end and it wasn't anything similar to a rocket 
launch - what is your take ?



Mad Scientist BBQ 2

• Alex Vasquez  ==     I saw the strange lights in the sky I'm from Long 
Beach California I know the mainstream media going to say it's a 
rocket launch but I'm not buying on that it has to be something else 
like UFO. Nice work James for this important video

• Shanon Bonk  == if it's a rocket..why isn't it going up

• Gaia Light Warrior  == T Love lmao. You skeptics are desperate aren't 
you ? How about the stuff being reported all.around the world. All 
"space x" . Open your mind and.raise your consciousness 
and.awareness before too late

• Linda Campbell  == If a space x launch why at night? Weird

• Leonel Salazar  == There were a few objects that's came out from it. 
You had to see it live to know what Im talking about



Mad Scientist BBQ 3
• Darla Williams  == Fox News said it was the rocket launch but this sticks around to 

long! Interesting
• Alyfe Poison Bunny Shadow  == How is this SpaceX rocket being seen in Mexico, 

Arizona, Micghigan, if this rocket took place only in Cali
• Sam Gallant  == oh yeah well if that is true then why are people from all over the 

place seeing this? does not add up or make sense!

• T Black == Kira Burke Had my best friends who are truck drivers and sitting in 
Yuma AZ waiting to load send me the exact same video in real time AND at 
approximately the SAME time as it would have been over Vandenberg AFB... 
something's fishy!! P.S. as they were filming they were talking so I knew it was in 
real time they were watching it!!

• Fish n' Fireworks  == I was waiting for you to talk about this. Very strange that a 
space x rocket could create such a weird shape and weird light like that. I think 
someone’s lying

• Leonel Salazar  == Fish n' Fireworks plus no type of noise
• Fish n' Fireworks  == Leonel Salazar true I didn’t even think about that, plus what I 

don’t get is why would they launch a test rocket right over such a populated part 
of cali



Mad Scientist BBQ 4

• Watching For The King  == yeah rocket launches here in FL usually shake 
everything like an earthquake..I don't believe that was a launch & if it was 
maybe they launched something different this time

• Johnny Sierra  == Space X is Fake X. It's a cover story. This is BlueBeam and 
things are about to get interesting!

• bridget devries == Wouldn't a space rocket go up, ya know, to space? All 
the videos of this I've watched tonight this thing isn't going up towards 
space..project blue beam. Don't believe mainstream!!!

• Gaia Light Warrior  == space x all over US and mexico ? Are you so 
brainwashed to.still.beleve what MSM.vomits out ?

• vincent allenson == That's same as Norway sighting spiral

• S Neumann == Went over my way in California.... completely silent.....!



Mad Scientist BBQ 5

• MLG_ Pikachu  == My sister said its was a rocket NASA lies I say lies

• Corvette Guy  == I seen it with my very eyes reports say it was space x but it was 
spraying quick only lasted 5 mins

• Deformed Squidward == I saw it , I just had a soccer game in Temecula California. 
It was insane, it was right above us.... We couldn't stop the game but oh man we 
were all distracted.

• Sam Gallant  == oh yeah.....this space x launch was in cali, so why is it that people 
from michagin, new york, mexico, arizona have all seen this......does not add up! , 
my friend lives there.....and he saw it! ….  that is why i am having a hard time 
believing this rocket story!

• David Sherman  == LOOK at the trajectory?? it's seems to be level going straight!! 
NOT UP!!!!

• Gaia Light Warrior  == Susanna Serrano a rocket launch seen all over a. 
continental country and over Mexico too ? Oh sure the news don't lie. Stop being. 
brainwashed turn off the fkin tell lies vision and get to real world ….  Lmao. You 
sheeple are not. brainwashed you are brainDEAD



Mad Scientist BBQ 6

• DeadRedLipBombshell Hutto == I SWEAR TO GOD THAT WAS NO ROCKET. 
THERE WERE TWO OBJECTS FOLLOWING IT. THR NEWS BRAINWASHES 
PEOPLE.

• Patrice  == Doesn't a rocket go UP? If this is a space x launch someone 
needs to tell them which way is up.

• I and I Jah WarrIah == I was looking at it from 99th lower buckeye tolleson
Az looked pretty close it flew low I don't remember any sound neighbor 
said they heard a bang before it got all bright it flew south

• Gunnz Akimbo  = looks to me plasma weaponry testing.
• Angie B  == How do u explain the colors changing if its a rocket. It was 

morphing in another vid i just saw !!!!
• THAT IS IMPOSSIBLE  == you can see it morphing on this one too but what 

bugs me are the distinct lights around the supposed "rocket"



https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=WAm8ztJsodE
Timothy Okeefe == First off rockets dont travel horizontal they go straight up to leave the 
atmosphere....Ive watched over thirty videos from different angles already...No of which go 
straight up....Another thing is Rockets dont leave behing clouds of gas that give us crazy light 
that is brighter than even the moon...And also...Eye witnesses say that the lights have rainbow 
colors.....And lastly....At the point when the rocket would have dumped its baggage to ascend 
higher into space it would have been accelerating extremely fast at that point....But the 
distance between the two lights doesnt seem to seperate at a fast rate even though one 
should be falling while the other keeps climbing...Not to mention the beems of light omiting
from the bright orb in the front.....Ive seen better close up videos that show 5 beams of light 
that illuminate the entire sky for hundreds of miles....No rocket can do that..

Elite Ferret  == I don’t know why “space X” would be sending a rocket up just to see how far 
horizontally it could fly. If it’s purpose is to go to space why wouldn’t it fly as vertically as 
possible?

Tyler Fernandes == Timothy Okeefe do some research into spaceX first its going horizontal 
because they’re testing commercial rockets that can go from china to LA in like 30 minutes 
that will replace airplanes thats why its going horizontal they’re not trying to go to space

rbxlife_girls pie  == This is not a rocket becuz if it was it wouldnt do that and it not a satellite 
becuz it will go sideways but a ufo like it bounce over AND over the place and that not a rocket 
or satellite it a ufo which is very scary for me becuz this might be a alien invasion or it could be 
world war between trump and umm the guy form other country but right now i think it a ufo

isz glo == They really think we stupid SMH …. sayin it a rocket or whatever its not



December 22 2017 UFO sighting in Bellflower California
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=HAXSjwbDgRw

• Mathew Marriott  == yea i cant wrap my head around a rational. 
watching how the second light pulsed didn't seam natural and 
defiantly didn't seem like a rocket (at least not a successful launch)

• Jorge Solis  == Mathew Marriott it's crazy man there was something 
similar to this like a year ago you can look it up , and the smoke light 
up the area around it almost as if it had an aura , I was thinking it was 
a wormhole these things came out of idk at the end of the day ,but 
fursure non human

• Trizzyboi123  == Chandler, az. saw that $hit go down blew a fuse in 
the house went outside and boom there it was looked like a blimp at 
first upclose or something? $hit was scary and im a full grown man.



miscl

• https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4BXLd48QYs4
• Daniel Martinez == It wasn't a rocket it stopped and a rocket can't stop it 

moved like a jelly fish -- look think about it why would a rocket stop it's 
illogical

• Eddie Villagran == we saw it to , it was so amazing , the second beam 
following the first one was wierd , #amazing

• Paul Bentrod == That's no rocket. they are liars. We are about to get hit by 
major catastrophes

• Norma Rae == I'm wondering why if these really are simply launches, why 
haven't the majority of the people seen them? I've lived in Southern CA my 
whole life and had never seen it before until today. My brother witnessed 
one for his first time in 2015. If they've always looked this way, then it 
wouldn't be such a phenomena.



Revisit to Nov 7, 2015 event
• FearlessFoxX == I don't know about it being a Missle, Becuase it passed over here in Fresno 

California and that night there was so many helicopters in the sky and police and my girlfriend said 
she was laying down and she felt a slight shake and noise, and it made her think becuase the 
neighborhood is always quiet , so she went outside and looked up and what she saw... Was quite 
crazy She reported seeing a pitch black dark octogan shaped object flying in the sky very low, infact
so low she said she thought it was literally gona hit the tree, and even more crazy she said there 
was a couple helicopters chasing it and apparently the helicopters lights were off but you can hear 
them in the sky! But yeah if you want more info on this hmu on Twitter @fearllessforce I remember 
hearing so many helicopters flying around that night

• Hey man I just saw videos right this second that I guess the supposedly missile was launched again 
just tonight in La look it up! Watching it and knowing what we're capable of I just don't think it's a 
fuc4ing missile either! I think that your girlfriend's right and it's scaring the $hit out of me because 
the government is slowly leaving bread crumbs of information about aliens actually being real and I 
feel like the $hit's going to hit the fan and they have no choice but to disclose! And this is just 
another example of more activity than normal happening to the extreme! What are your thoughts? 
Did you guys see it tonight?

• FearlessFoxX == I seen a slight glimpse of it on social media, but haven't seen anything here in 
Fresno not sure if it's gona pass threw here again but if it does ima be on the look out, And yes my 
gf saw that and she posted about it as well, I'm not sure why they're doing this so called missile 
luanch or if it is a missile but apparently there's ufo activity around this thing it could be a ufo cover 
up, or could be a ufo trying to deactivate a missile there's been proof of this before too, either way 
it's sketchy asf and I'm not to trustworthy of the goverments input about this 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=00H1yDzt83s&lc=z22qxvqicyazxvvd0acdp430feqqkrrbtjmrr4a5cf
5w03c010c.1514020675562809&feature=em-comments



https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=dHRVvF3cvic

• Desert Lotus == It was all over California, I don't understand if its a 
rocket, how can we all see it over California and Arizona? Why wasn't 
this announced that it was going to take place today? We really need 
to use our logic discernment.

• S A M == Desert Lotus I honestly think it's interdimensional beings, it's 
possible to travel via consciousness and materialize as a light. (Check 
out unacknowledged & dr Steven greers disclosure project.). I heard 
the gov tired to take ownership of what it was but I think that's a 
cover up.... I genuinely don't think "aliens" want to harm us. We're 
like monkeys to them, but still part of the same "whole". If anything 
we are more of a threat to ourselves... Ever since soft disclosure has 
been happening, more and more lights like this are in the skies.



https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=dHRVvF3cvic

• Oscar Jimenez [cherry bobs kitchen in Green Valley Arizona]
• Ok world it's funny how The government is always Trying to find ways to 

control everything when the world isn't theirs so what if it is a UFO Then let 
it be we cannot justify Anything that flies in our skies and when I say our 
skies I mean our skies as in the Earth itself the people of Earth itself why is it 
that there's ways for somebody to be in control of something when before 
time there was no control yes there were leaders but the government aren't 
leaders Now me myself I cannot prove what I saw in the sky was a UFO or 
was a rocket but I can tell you one thing If I saw a bright light in the sky like 
that I wouldn't be trying to mistake that for a rocket And for the government 
to try to make the world believe that was a rocket is pretty sad when they 
think that scientists are the only smart people in the world We were given 
eyes for a reason we were given lips in a Tongue for a reason And we were 
given a brain for a reason…. when I witnessed this thing in the sky I instantly 
said this is definitely a unidentified flying object Now I know I am no genius 
but definitely smarter than to believe what the government has been trying 
to cover up for years 



https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wX7hOJsd29I
• Brianna Casillas == It is space x launch

• Laura White == Brianna Casillas I don’t agree I’m sorry I personally saw this while I 
was driving. And it was really zig zagging. I just watch space launch rocket videos! 
And all of them go straight the fuc4 up!! This one I saw stalled in the air then split 
into two! Wtf

• Kevin Hernandez == Patrice Wilson nigga do u fuc4in think a rocket ship makes 
lights like that umm I think the fuc4 not soo idk what the hell u have going 
through your mind

• ----------------
Chuck Bear ==  I'm kind of curious why the rocket was sent up at such an angle. I 
would think it would be more efficient to send the rocket straight up and then do 
additional maneuvers after reaching space to deploy the satellites to their desired 
locations. Just curious.
• https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LBipoRvap7I

• Jay C == How is it a rocket when it was floating in the same position for like 5 
minutes before it started moving to the left. it didn't go straight up it went from 
right to left and then there was helicopters following it.



https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=NASQhpybAvM
• Alexis M == They said it was a rocket. I don't know how a rocket could make those 

lights though. Is it because it went ultra sonic?

• Ignorance is a disease commonsense is cure == This is what you call a hologram! 
Getting ready everyone the 2nd coming is upon us & it's going to be a big show! 
Disney bought Fox news so we know who's going to use broadcasting during the 
greatest movie if all time. "God returns" Anybody notice the clouds are odd. Our 
phones have us looking down so much, we don't seem too look up anymore.

• https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=G9EB-_Uzguk

• Elizabeth Bergman == Too far west from my 20 to be Vandenberg... I was thinking 
out of Edwards going north to south.. Vb is west of us and this object clearly was 
on our 2 o'clock then noon on out to the south facing due west. I doubt the space 
x story. Nice footage.

• Susie Lynds == I just saw a similar light in the sky in Turlock CA around 5:30pm. It 
looked like it was going to turn into a portal, but then it fizzled out. I pulled over 
in my car and watched the afterglow for about twenty minutes. It was a dark, 
circular cloud surrounded by glow, but it dissappated.



SpaceX Falcon 9 Iridium 4 Launch 12/22/2017
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=iyKAJsQngIc&t=85s
Jim  Mudgett / Shot handheld from my driveway with a Canon Vixia HF G20 / 700,000+ views

• www.GPcarAudio.com == Great video that seperation looked insane. I'm 
sure people that did not know about the launch were losing their $hit 
when they saw that

• Charlie Ray == I work on VAFB and that was a view of a lifetime. Weather 
conditions and lighting from sun was perfect. Truly amazing. You have the 
best capture yet and as you know it still didn't compare to view in person.

• David Dowling == Charlie Ray a commentary of the multiple actions would 
put this over the top, otherwise an amazing video. living in cocoa beach we 
witness all the launches of not only Space x vehicles but atlas and Delta 
and nothing compares to this with regard to the incredible light show



miscl
• Thijs Snijder [https://twitter.com/generuso/status/944722522037157889]
• Also important to note, after the 2nd stage ignition, we got to see a very 

turbulant trail, this was because of the 1st stage boostback burn colliding 
with the 2nd stage burn.

• Black Death 1347 [https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4TxS5l0hX-Y]
• I saw it too, from Glendale, California. The light on the left kept moving 

pretty fast, with a cone-shaped trail behind it. But the light following it was 
much slower, almost stationary, and seemed to be shining its light 
downward, at a slight angle. They left a big, glowing, dragon-shaped trail 
that resembled smoke in their wake.

• Uber Driver Now [https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=USItJ_lmvNQ]
• Saw this today while picking up a passenger. There were two objects, the 

smaller one of which seemed to eject out of the bigger object and go in 
another direction. While the bigger object had a bright spotlight spreading 
in a 90-100 degree angle. The white gas light substance was the trail left 
behind, just glowing the night sky.

info@everydayastronaut.com

https://twitter.com/generuso/status/944722522037157889
mailto:info@everydayastronaut.com


Spectacular light soars over SE Phoenix
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wGpIhs6ik_M

• BeHisLikeness == Helicopter with a search light... give me a break... you can hear the 
helicopter

• Leopard Woman == Some are saying it is a SpaceX launch for a satellite, it definitely 
doesn’t look like rocket launches of the past from NASA or the military.

• believe it== I'd be very concerned about that trailing mist it is dispersing, IMO. It probably 
matters little though, as I am sure we are all already infected with whatever they wanted 
us infected with, to be activated by a certain frequency whenever they choose.

• IER VIBEZ == i seen it here . now wasnt a rocket.. we all seen this before . seen from 
arizona to california. definatly not a rocket.. no noise at all.. but very weird .

• Hollis Holt == Does anyone really believe that Space X tested a rocket and shot it directly 
over two of the most populated cities in the Western US? Coz I sure AF do not!

• blondboybc == That tail is FAR to large to be any rocket and far TOO bright. The light is 
extraordinary. UFO?

• Karen Dixon == The wide area of light being released like some kind of bright flashlight 
capsule is cloaking something in the night sky they do not want us to see...because it 
would be obvious it isn't the moon

• Siri Bane Faouz == Strange.. A "space" rocket shooting straight over the city.. Some what 
a "space" rocket... Ain't no space rocket at all.. If it was it would have been shot straight 
up and not over the city..

https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCXZTVq0zBB0mLbEG8a5VOZw
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCXZTVq0zBB0mLbEG8a5VOZw
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCXZTVq0zBB0mLbEG8a5VOZw
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCXZTVq0zBB0mLbEG8a5VOZw


https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wGpIhs6ik_M

• Rhythmologist == Yeah, it was something. I got alerted to it by two UPS guys delivering 
packages on my street. I get a knock at the door and see two UPS guys. I first thought 
they were dropping off a package. Instead, the one guy says, "This may sound weird but 
do you know what's happening in the sky right now?" I was like, "No, what's up?" I 
walked out into the street with them and watched the tail end of it. I talked to them for a 
few minutes. I guess they were out there in the street and they watched the whole thing 
from the beginning. They were so freaked out they had to go tell someone. For some 
reason they picked my door to knock on. Lol, It was a very strange situation for many 
reasons. The one UPS guy recorded it on his phone so I got to see his footage from the 
start of the event to the point where I got to witness it for myself. It was crazy how long 
the smoke, or whatever it was persisted in the sky afterwards. I don't buy the cover story 
at all. There's more to it than just a "rocket launch". I'm not sure what exactly but 
something isn't right.

• Thomas Jager == sumerbc maybe you should watch a space rocket launch before looking 
stupid... Rockets are launched straight up in the sky they do not fly horizontal.

• Ms Tina == What kind is space rocket is that, that thing was traveling way to slow and not 
in a proper position to go upward sideways maybe 🤔 I live in southeastern va and they 
have a rocket launching pad over on the eastern shore. I have seen 3 so far when I go to 
the beach and I have never seen a rocket go sideways like that



https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wGpIhs6ik_M

• Loretta Player == Okay I just did a search and I found the same type of light that you just 
saw and I saw an orb like controlling it, so I do believe that our government or military 
are using these back engineered saucers to control our weather or what not. Just trying 
to scare. Is that an orb if it is then that's what's controlling the light.

• Kirk March == This video is BS! It had 3 UFOs 2 of them were brightly lit up blue color. 
flew level parallel to horizon about 4 minutes. One looked to be in tow of the lead craft. 
The one being towed had energy [o]r shock waves coming from all sides and began 
slowing down and red and orange sparks fell off it but it didn't leave any trail in sky. It 
fluttered and seemed to hover for a minute then changed direction due west from camp 
Pendelton . It went into a power dive and it's 2 blue motors became visible. It 
disappeared over horizon 1 minute lTer going very slow imprecise to first UFO that towed 
the other. 1zf UFO as soon as the tow distance grew between the two it punched it had 2 
blue engines lights in back and left a massive trail in sky. 1st ufo went super sonic up up
and gone half way across horizons in 15 seconds. 3rd UFO no lit up just hovered through 
whole event never moved loss site of it when it got darker. The towed UFO looked 
damaged with sparks flying off it could have been shot down

• COMPARE THIS NARRATIVE TO SAME OBSERVER DESCRIPTION ELSEWHERE [NEXT PAGE]



Kirk March on   https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6mPCb0mTHLA&t=481s

Dec 22, 2017…. the official narrative was Space X9 launch. 

There is a dark Brown UFO in the frame located upper right corner. UFO looks like 5 
individual vehicles or 1 large vehicle with 5 compartments. 

The So called space X9's vehicles heading due south decending to level flight 10,000 to 
20,000 feet west of Camp Pendelton. The color of the motors was blue 2 each total of 4. 
The rocket launches I have seen before had redish plumes with exhaust trails behind the 
motor. These 2 X9 vehicles had 0 exhaust emission and no plume, the engines were 2 neon 
blue circles rear of ships. 

The trail left in sky emanated from lead ship as a shockwave looking like a shield around a 
2nd vehicle in tow. The 2nd vehicle the so called 1st stage of Space X9 kept pace with lead 
ship for about 2 minutes after the still picture. When numerous at least 5 white 
shockwaves blasted from the 2nd vehicle from all directions; the 2nd vehicle began 
dripping orange and red sparks and began to flutter slowing down to near hover at which 
point it changed its direction to due west went into power dive accelerated slowly over 
horizon. 

The lead ship distance of separation increased barely during the 2nd ship flutter, but when 
the red and orange sparks began appearing 1st ship nosed up 45 degrees and punched it 
disappearing in 10 seconds up up and up no further trail left in sky. All the while 3rd ship 
dark brow never moves, other witnesses around said they saw flashes of light from the 3rd 
ship, I did not see these flashes. 

However it did appear to me the second ship was taking fire and may have been under 
attack. Taking evasive maneuvers going into power dive to get away. 



LIVE: Sighting in Arizona sky is reported Space X 
launch out of Vandenberg Air Force Base. 
STORY: http://bit.ly/2DxbrYS
https://www.facebook.com/arizonasfamily/videos/
10155170610567014/

• Steve Frahm · 0:05 It's not a rocket and space x usually doesn't do evening 
launches ... It's the same as Florida and Norway event , space x isnt in all those 
locations... don't realize they are doing things we don't know about and telling u 
whatever they want u to hear ...

• Ansleigh Bell · 0:18 Space X claims they launched it yet they never announced it? 
Hmm. WAKE UP YOU GUYS WE ARENT THE ONLY LIVING SPECIES OUT OF ALL 
THESE PLANETS!!

• enry Hughes Jr. · 18:32 What rocket have you ever seen that is launched like this? 
I'm military and this is not our technology.

http://bit.ly/2DxbrYS
https://www.facebook.com/steve.frahm.96?fref=ufi&rc=p
https://www.facebook.com/ansleigh.bell.1?fref=ufi&rc=p
https://www.facebook.com/GlorySwagg?fref=ufi&rc=p


Sighting in Arizona sky  part 2
• Kristil Knox · 0:00 Bradly David Anderson Okay there have been other launches 

but are we going to act like it’s normal for it to look like that? Did the other 
launches look like that? I’m genuinely asking since all of you are rocket scientists 
who are trying to make her feel stupid just because she doesn’t believe 
everything she’s told like the rest of you

• Bosilovick Sean · 0:44 They can call that thing whatever they want. There was NO 
announcement of a launching. This is very suspicious. Cover up.....

• J enny Pantoja · 23:44 This is no rocket it came out of the sky not from the ground 
I love how stupid they always make us sound when we say it's a UFO of course 
the government always has to cover it up

• Johnny Cota · 23:21 That ain't no rocket launch the media is always trying to 
cover up unexplainable phenomenons. How do you explain that light that's going 
in circles?

• Tom Christopher · 1:30:52 Did they launch in 1996 when I first saw this? Did they 
launch from Russia and China too where these sightings have occurred 
throughout the last decade? You doubters are the foolish... wake up and smell 
the deceit. LOL

https://www.facebook.com/STLvis?fref=ufi&rc=p


https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=WWSEmHm27ac
• Darryl Curtis == Totally crazy. Travelling between space and time in plain view. So much energy and 

power is both exhilarating and concerning. The light from the black is so bright. Wow

• Francisco Banuelos == I've seen this light in the hills of Fontana ca not as crazy but the same thing 
I've saw 3 one was in the sky not moving then 2 came from no were then all 3 took of different 
directions no one believed me

• Tina Nicolia == I looked and I think it was a UFO trapped in the vortex of the rocket. I hope it got 
freed, eventually. I felt anxiety looking at that " object " not being able to free itself from the vortex. 
Bad timing ? How was it not aware of the launch about to occur ? many UFO's are not visible to the 
human eye unless in distress. This one would have been in distress.......losing its cloaking.....

• KID AMERICAN == There looking for some thing I can tell and Mabey those are chemicals in air our 
tech is not that advanced to do that and the power of that light source must be incredible and they 
must be running on a infant fuel or some kind of battery I love ittt🤓 it looks like the first one was 
left of a few seconds after the other since if u look at the smoke it looks like they where connected

• Benjie Sida == If you take away all the jackass remarks and read the ones that have logic, it makes an 
interesting topic. One thing that baffles me about this rocket theory is, how do you explain the fact 
that thousands of Arizonans (self included here in Tucson) witnessed a bright light which I can only 
describe as a meteorite lighting up the dark sky going from EAST TO WEST around 9:50pm MST? On a 
side note, that very same day hours earlier here in Tucson, 3 unexplainable bright lights were 
observed by thousands and caught on video throughtout the Tuscon metro area. A couple days prior 
a World View Stratolite high-altitude helium weather ballon pops at Tucson Spaceport coincidently 
next to Tucson International Airport and Ratheon. In my opinion, far too many coincidences. And 
what is up with the chem trails???



More https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=WWSEmHm27ac 

• Tvette Saints == Okay looks like everybody just witnessed a craft going down or having problems obviously. 
And the equivalency of a a tow truck or in this case tow ship.

• AMARAYAH == You can believe the news if you want too! That’s like M.I.B putting the flashy thing in your 
face, flashing it, then telling you whatever to keep you thinking whatever they want.

• The Paint On Don == Best footage that I've saw. You know that the space race is getting bigger when they 
can make "rockets" stand still mid air

• GameLore == “It was a rocket” never seen a rocket look like a lightbulb mid air.

• A A == Why would a space x missle launch be followed by a bright orb,something is amiss. It wouldn't be the 
first time that something was launched by the u.s. was tracked, then destroyed,something always seems to 
know ahead of time if it is going to be used for nefarious purposes.

• Lucas Lorenzo == After that a Smooth atomic boom lunch it to space. I was walking my dog and the night 
became day for those 4 minutes. Very bright , scared the $hit out of me and my dogs.

• Queen LiLi == If it's a rocket it should have went straight up not turn into different shapes ,sizes,and colors . 
Those things are fast it's something more out of this earth .Don't let the news fool you. They just don't want 
the world to panic !

• Fiv Guuv == Now that this channel has covered this, a person can't take this event seriously anymore. This is 
no rocket, it is clearly not a rocket the only people who would believe so are those with high faith in their 
government.

• on key == WTF is with all you sheeplemming twits quoting the evening news??

• Anna barber == I kept quiet to long. Did anyone see that second light trailing behind.? Of course! But, did 
you see what it did? It made a hard left turn and traveled away before it disappears. Has anyone wondered 
why it never went to space? It sure didn't go to space. Watch it again. It travels south....not to space.



https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=WWSEmHm27ac

• Beach Bum == U know nasa is saying it’s space x but really it’s not because they 
don’t want anyone knowing and freaking out

• Eddie Fuentes == This was also seen in El Paso, Tx.

• Last St.Music == The second light ball from the main lead one was also shooting 
out light, like, bursts of energy, i dont see on your vid but i have im other vid,

• Fresno State Hooper == I watch the news and I believe them, haha typical mush 
brain response...

• David Schwartz == Where have you been since 2009 when major media outlets 
have reported this same event over Russia, China, Australia, Norway, California, 
and Florida.

• Master Plumbing == I witnessed the whole thing from San Diego and saw 
something being pulled from behind. As I watched, you could see the rear object 
spinning and casting something out into the atmosphere. Luckily the wind was 
blowing out towards the ocean and not inland.

https://www.youtube.com/channel/UC8-yCTgW4ab3ebFYbvhsePg
https://www.youtube.com/user/MrDavidjschwartz1


https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=WWSEmHm27ac
• BLUE YETI == So how do we know this object wasn't coming into our orbit  and the GOV 

knew and decided to use space x as a solution to trick us in believing it was a launch. 
Who are you people up here to try to force us to believe what you believe. Something 
come into orbit that doesn't seem right also they got there story together and there plot 
kind of work but see they have there helpers up here in the comments trying to force us 
to believe these rockets but for some reason out of my 42 years of being here I've seen 
rocket launches and none look as this thing did. The way the other orbit floated which is 
normal but it actually moved. Something is really going on. Now they on the news talking 
about this all day .I mean cant you people even feel that something is off? Its like 
everything we once known has vanish and theres something wicked here controlling us 
and something fighting to release us free. The signs in the sky hasn't ever been so godly 
to my eyes, the things I've seen in this two year period alone awoke we so you cant just 
force your its a rocket because hey maybe it is or maybe its something to distract or hide 
something that they knew was coming. I mean right in the place where the fires are 
happening. Maybe a big earthquake is coming I don't know but I tell you something is to 
come soon. Theres no hiding it, only a retard and sinner will keep saying everything is 
normal because they fear whats to come of there wicked sins. Every knee shall bow and 
your sins will be judge sinners. As a man I never seen so many cowards as I do now.I
mean you go outside look in skies for a couple minutes then boom theres something 
strange flying down from the heavens and now it happens every minute. No man is safe, 
you cant run or hide you sinners will all be judge.

• Pacman416 == maybe because there are videos and a livestream and thousands of 
people watching the launch live.



SIGHTING OVER ARIZONA SKY  // 23,000 views
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Qt2a9iHsjAY

• Sina Sina · 1:00:55 Thats not a rocket ship please stop lying to the human race 
and for once tell the truth we deserve to know whats going on

• Taco Vato == Interesting. I have the exact same footage but - shot over Los 
Angeles and it was directly above. I have the same sequence that you do yet your 
in Arizona..... it was in the western portion of the sky yet you are to the south and 
east. Interesting. My perspective looks almost identical to yours

• C arol Wilson · 1:09:16 Don't believe it for a minute. Stationed at Vandenberg AFB 
for many years. Rockets go straight up until out of sight.

• Sara Shepherd == How is this EXACT object being seen in LA at the same time 
JUST as clear??? …. I watched a plane fly through the smoke trail in LA. Planes in 
LA can't be seen in AZ... had to be 2 different ones.,… You can't make me believe 
those in LA and Phoenix saw the SAME "Rocket". If it WAS a Rocket, it had to be 2 
different ones launched simultaneously…. I'm awake. It's not always a fun place. 
It's frustrating.

• SunderlandJohn MackemExCon == Believe what you saw with your own eyes and 
not what other people are telling you it certainly is. There is more to this event 
than what they are telling us and i don't believe NASA splinter group spaceX they 
lie to us all the time.



https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Qt2a9iHsjAY

• ina Carson == They not going to tell us the truth. When have they ever told 
us about things going on? This could be a silent war without the media? 
UFOs?? That's a laugh..lmao! Marines ready up in the Netherlands, and we 
have 3 against 1? Didn't come to the world for somebody else greed. 
Russia, China, North Korea, and America....Prayers people. Well did read 
the article about American marines up in Netherlands. Well they let that 
article out, and seeing this...puzzle pieces fits. Just spend much time with 
family, and friends. I don't trust none of them. Call me crazy if you want 
too. When have we ever been told the truth about flying things in the sky? 
When have we ever been told the truth about wars in the past? All 
confidential stuff? They called me stupid, and dumb in school when I knew 
the teacher's we're lying, then I get sent to a corner for telling the truth, 
and calling out a lie, while the rest of the class laughed. So my truths was 
supposedly male me stupid, and dumb now? Not in this lifetime. They'd 
always played us like a old banjo



MORE

• interviews with witnesses

• https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=RFCcT5ZO3b8

• Explanation of video

• https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=CJ6nn8fZOmc

• https://www.facebook.com/arizonasfamily/videos/10155170610567014/

• https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=nqr4rMVSpYo&feature=youtu.be

• https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=iyKAJsQngIc

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=CJ6nn8fZOmc
https://www.facebook.com/arizonasfamily/videos/10155170610567014/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=nqr4rMVSpYo&feature=youtu.be
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=iyKAJsQngIc


UFO (i guess its a rocket) in Los Angeles, CA // Scout Chip

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=dGy5tWtN-G4&t=121s



https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=dGy5tWtN-G4&t=121s

• Nancy Schmerl == It definitely was not a rocket. Vandenberg said they had 
nothing in the sky. I had friends videotaping all the way from Northridge to San 
Pedro and it just stayed in one spot for a long time, and then actually one part 
came backwards. Explain that

• Loretta Player == that is something that the military is putting on to try and scare 
people, you see the little orb that flies around will that is a back engineered 
saucer and there is a military man inside controlling this thing. they control the 
weather you'll see those near volcanoes when they go off you'll see those when 
you see a huge Sandstorm in the desert they're controlling everything trying to 
make us think it's the end of the world and maybe it is but I would rather see it 
done naturally wouldn't you?

• Dynasty == SpaceX launch at that time??? It looks like it's in the evening, aren't 
commercial planes still flying in the area at that time still??? Come on get real

• MrL TLB == Bro from L.A. From what the info i got i seem to understand that you 
guys were way closer then any other place, please keep you video in some kind of 
usb or device that does not connect to a computer. This is definitely the best 
recorded evidence of something very special in our time …. There's no Rocket to 
date that actually does that, and even if it was they dont glow like that. I got 
some videos but none as good as yours. Times are changing and things are 
getting crazy lol 



https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=a3_4Bc6tRp4

• eshar Rai == This is a spiral there’s small ones and big ones I see these things most of the time and I 
call it more then a spiral I call it a drill

• Harold Kline == Amazing footage! Fantastic and unbelievable! It's like their ships "exhaust" is 
interacting with the rockets exhaust, almost like it's their ships E.M. signature. Awesome video!

• Steven Mccrae === ...Surely this can't be passed off as a failed missle ? And what was that a light that 
went up and into the main light at the end and flew away ?

• siem == Rocket seems unlikely..... who has ever seen a jet engine, or any other engine show 
something spectacular as this?! Also, even if it is a rocket, that nasty $hit will fall down and will be 
inhaled by people of all ages.

• venomblader == Bull$hit, you guys are stupid if you believe what they tell you. 500 miles? This is 
clearly testing of blue beam project and what chemtrails are for and you can expect further tests 
before the elite ruling this world will fake ufo invasion and reduce people population to 5 mln. This is 
the only real hologram technology that we have thats why its visible from so far. Thank you and you 
should think of saving your families.

• Debra J. Cherif == Are we supposed to now think this is normal ?

• senji benson == It's a portal it's disguised as a Earthly aircraft projectile but when it gets to a certain 
altitude it opens up a portal and that's what that residue was coming off his energy from another 
dimension opening up a wormhole

• Sty Strapped == It was right above me it had geeen mist

• Lenny Online == I saw it over the Los Angeles skies too. I don't believe it is a Space X launch from 
Santa Barbara, California. It looks nothing like a rocket launch. It spawned a big orb. I think the 
government is covering up to quell public anxiety. There are reports that people from as far away as 
New York have observed it, so that was no local launch. It is massive and far away.



MORE https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=a3_4Bc6tRp4

• worken360 == Space x my ass! If you belive that is space x your really brsinwashed and really stupid.

• Raycharles 52 == What's crazy is this happened by my house and the news said it was a once in a lifetime 
atmospheric anomaly and nothing about a rocket

• Marie Stults == So its kinda funny that they can just shoot a rocket off in to an open flight zone! With no 
warning to the citizens but most importantly no warning to aircraft flying in the area? O and rocket boosters 
free to fall in to neighborhoods? I Dont think so!

• mick beard == anybody that thinks this sp.falcon 9 is nuts.any manmade rocket sent at that trajectory would 
have been aborted, its called propagation. folk wont see whats right under there noses.

• indvoltage == They have removed common sense entirely from the USA !. An amazing feat indeed! How in 
gods name do you think rocket fuel can expand to that degree while the "boosters" linger in the atmosphere 
for 5 mins. Why has no other nation taken advantage of the sheer stupidity of the American nation and over 
taken them,,,, Oh wait they have. hahaha. stupid westerners.

• Terry Barnes == This is exactly what I videotaped over the Arizona sky last month or this month they say it 
was a rocket blast but I wonder why it stayed illuminating on the far side for so long after the rocket gone by 
never seen anything like it

• Alonzo Ortega  == It looks like it was a portal that was opened on a rocket. It looks like light matter from 
another dimensions or something

• J Luforge == This is not a space X rocket..! Their was a very identical phenomenon in Russia a few days a ago 
on the 27th December.. Fake news from the media again.

• Rontek Junior == That is not from a rocket no fu44in way guys....Why did Mr Elon Musk not inform all of us 
about this launch. ...I mean how dare they not tell us...all my friends would've loved to see something like 
that but its BS if im goin to believe anything NASA says as they fuc4in lie. Fact!



https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=a3_4Bc6tRp4
• MegaTamarra -- missiles and rockets have headlights?

• Umar Alnawas --== They said it is a racket but it look like Light beam

• Changed My Name === lake havasu city az here and i was driving right beside it or under it. it was definitely 
going east to west.

• James K == What's also very obvious is that it's not ascending as would a rocket. This is some no gov't can 
explain. Yet, they will cover it up with some seemingly plausible explanation. … Not a rocket or missile. It's 
moving far to slow for it to be one of those. Looks almost exactly the same as the incident over Norway a 
year or two ago.

• Bradley Leyrer == How is it sitting still???

• Doug Pierson == This looks like a test of a new type of drive engine. If you noticed the object behind the 
rocket head in the focus of the parabola, was generating either a spiral or concentric circles (like smoke 
rings) while rotating. There are np known drives with these characteristics. Also notice that once the Falcon 
9 reached its flight sllitude, the "fuel" burn pattern drastically changes to shape previously unknown, a 
parabolic envelope. Could thid br a new portal style dtive?

• GM Skywatcher == We cannot believe the nonsense we are told on a daily basis the criminals that own us 
keep technologies and or everything else from our knowledge wake up people launches do not look like this 
and perhaps those so-called boosters came ripping through the roofs of people's homes

• Tito Cruz == In my 40 plus years observating many rockets launch into space this is the first time ive never 
seen a rocket fly into space sideways,or horizontal last I checked space is up.not the side. Hmmm?

• MeBituman == There is no fuc4ing way this is a rocket launch, it would have been out of sight in seconds.



https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=a3_4Bc6tRp4

• eugene van dyne == ok am I the only one that notice what look like 
another aircraft come in to the picture and hover then move up and then 
South to north

• dave brown == why does the smoke stay illuminated?

• James Wright == If it's a missle to space why no Sonic boom leaving 
atmosphere

• Mr. ClassicK == so are we really going to act like we don't see the other UFO 
tagging along side this.... in the beginning you can clearly see the ora
admitting from around both objects..... this is truly remarkable footage, 
classic history even....

• m k == we not fools, that thing not from this plant so yall morda fuc4as 
should stop trying to play with our brain.



Strange light in the sky over LA
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=yUzqXSyJEME

• Rob Sanchez == wtf kind of rocket flies sideways retard

• Layla Avila == This is not no rocket or anything this is either the government or ufo

• Deja Leroy == That's no missile, or rocket whatever the media is telling you is a lie. 
they don't want you to actually realize what it is. that light or ray or whatever it is is
WAY too beautiful to be man made. it appeared so quick that while people are 
recording and seeing this and its getting spread all over social media, they don't 
have enough time to edit or Photoshop the photos because too many people 
witnessed it already with their own eyes so now while your attention is diverted to 
this light in the sky, their coming up with some wierd story to sell to you guys.. 
Saying it's a rocket. compare the two pics of a rocket taking off and flying through 
the sky to this video. it doesn't even make sense nor do the two things look similar 
to each other. don't be gullible. open your eyes and open that bible . revelations 
are coming true. That's that pale horse coming down, that carriage ….

• Mitchell Hernandez == Rockets do not move slow....not like this....watch rocket 
launches and compare...



Explaining The Amazing Rocket Trail Over LA
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=CJ6nn8fZOmc // 175,238 views

• Tom McDonough == Nonsense! Who do you think you're talking to, a class of 5th 
graders? It created a rift in time-space, a mini, Einstein Rosen bridge, so to speak. Ithe
are much higher quality videos available on YT. Those were arrayed plasma pulses, not 
exhaust from some make believe thruster for crying out loud.

• barbara mecannic == It's a nice theory but I don't believe this is the answer. I live on the 
Florida coast and have my whole life, I've seen a lot of launches in my lifetime but these 
launches are different. Not once have I seen a glowing contrail at any time of day or 
night, but I've seen 6 since space x started launching off the coast. The glowing contrail 
can be seen hours after launch well into the night(no sunlight). When you do a side by 
side comparison to other rocket launches these seem to be very odd. Rocket launches 
typically launch towards the 2 o'clock off our coast, these launches fly parallel to the 
earth. The contrail usually looks looks like a rough cylindrical shape, these launches look 
like sperm. Too weird

• The term you are looking for is known as "Twilight Phenomena." Learn more here: 
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Twilight_phenomena

• David Cooper == Makes no sense to say the sun is only illuminating the rocket and not 
the sky itself or the background of the sky....when the sun is up the sky background is a 
lighter shade of blue...

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=CJ6nn8fZOmc
https://www.youtube.com/redirect?redir_token=7-8T5LCFOuSHz8B2GpqBRkUukdZ8MTUzMDA2NzAxMEAxNTI5OTgwNjEw&event=comments&q=https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Twilight_phenomena%C2%A0%C2%A0


MORE https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=CJ6nn8fZOmc

• Karl Storie == Re: kerosene and oxygen yielding carbon dioxide and water. Yeah, if 
the mixture was stoichiometric, that's all you'd get. All kerosene rockets, 
however, burn the maximun specific impulse mixture, which is 25% rich. That 
means a fifth of the fuel finds no oxygen to combine with and its hydrogen and 
carbon are split up by the heat. The hydrogen is of course invisible, but the 
carbon forms microscopic, white-hot particles of soot. That's what you're seeing 
as a bright yellow plume. Any time you see a visible exhaust plume from a liquid-
fuel rocket, that's what it is--leftover carbon. This is what the hoaxtards are 
complaining about not seeing in the Lunar Module's exhaust, because yellow 
kerosene flames confined to a narrow column by a thick atmosphere would look 
totally realistic. /s So the soot from the Falcon's exhaust, if caught by the sun, 
would probably be most of what you're seeing there even though it's a minority 
constituent.

• Anton Szautner == Scott - the 'break' in the contrail isn't the consequence of any 
intervening clouds layer as you suggest. It's due to the rocket moving through the 
region between the upper stratosphere into the base of the mesosphere where 
the air temperature actually climbs, where conditions aren't typically favorable 
for contrail formation.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=CJ6nn8fZOmc


Stunning view of Space X Rocket Launch over Yuma, AZ
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=P3f2kGOYX4Q

• gerry mander == It looks like a frikkin amoeba. The Norway spiral wasn't a 
rocket either. They must not be teachin' what rockets really look like in 
school.

• Yarini == rocket launch that goes parallel to the earth surface... makes 
sense lol, this must be one of those new rockets for 2018

• c ra == But I saw one like this a year and a half ago and the story was that it 
was space debris from a Chinese satellite. So which is it?

• Ed Wheeler == Who ever took the video put in SOUND EFFECTS... It made 
no sound why are you the only one with sound you are lair... You change 
the entire event by adding sound... This was not a rocket..I was in West 
Covina CA . It was directly over head and we heared no sound from it..

• While You Were Sheeping == It's NOT a rocket, it's in the lower 
stratosphere and not travelling even close to mach 1



https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=odtwXD8Q3p8&t=43s

• Marlena Sutherin == The ancient Egyptians had the drawing of this same shape on one of 
their hieroglyphs. This has been done before.

• Raul Cruz == Doesn't looks like what we saw. It was perfectly round and disappeared 
suddenly. My friend checked on his sphone and they were already reports from LA and 
Bakersfield on the internet at the same time we were watching at it. Also this can't 
explain the small white and a bigger red separate lights from where it came out in the 
sky

• Deus == How comes we've never seen rockets do this before? Nobody has made that 
point... Ok maybe it is a rocket, maybe it's flying at an angle for some scientific reason, 
but whats with the massive force field looking thing around it? Why are there dots 
following the rockets giving off spiral lighting? Why were civilians not informed that 
there'd be this event going on right infront of their eyes? Or is this spacecraft something 
else, and the government are trying to hide it? Who knows.

• Kevin C == putting the obviously weird $hit to one side , how could a rocket carry enough 
fuel to do that pass and where the trippy $hit came from your guess is as good as mine .. 
and why do a fly by why not go up into space instead isnt that what its supposed to be 
doing ??

• THAO NGUYEN == This is happening worldwide this is not space x. Its off world activities 
that even the govt can't control.



https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=V2K96aY0tLw
• Avi Castellanos 

• Do Any of you see the rocket ? I dont see a rocket at all . 

• Keep in mind it's suposed to be Launch and landing testing, Towards the end of the 
video, never seen a rocket like that. 

• Ive seen allot more footage of like events from all over the world some date back to 
2009. i can tell you they look the same and in 2009 this rocket didnt exist. Nov 7 2015 
another one like this look it up make decision for yourself. Ill put a small clip on my page 
titled various sightings so you too can see the other sightings im talking about.

• Sorry but i see very little similarity in this video to the one you wanted me to see. the 
one u wanted me to see one can see the rocjet and boosters. this one you cant. 

• this video here is pretty much the same as the nov 7 2015 one look it up i believe 
thirdphaseofthemoon has it . i have it on my facebook page .i saw that one pearsonally. 
And i can tell you there was no noise from it and there was a lighted sphere or light in 
front before all that happened. 

• ON my facebook i also posted a small clip of various sightings all over the world that 
show the same similarities some date back to 2009 .that rocket was not created then. i
believe the title to this video is misleading if u actually watch some other x falcon 9 
tested flights you will see the difference. 

• ask yourself why u can see the rocket in the others not in this one ? nightime and 
distance is not a factor.



https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=V2K96aY0tLw

• Unchained == It's obviously not going anywhere near the speeds they claim 
and definitely not going to space....It's heading west, for whatever remains 
of it, to be dumped in the sea. Look how low it is in the sky, and how slow 
it's moving, when would it get to Hawaii, much less Asia. They say it takes 
less than 10 minutes to get to space; but flying parallel to the ground at 
near fighter jet speed, that thing would need many hours to clear land and 
reach the supposed edge of space.

• Dylan Gathings == This is an alien spacecraft. Look at how the orb is 
proppeling itself around not "falling" like the news said. Also how the 
"rocket" should be flying away right?, but it just stops once the spacecraft 
exits. Then two more orbs pop out the back of it. Then it turns transparent 
and disappears. These guys are really just saying this to not make people 
worried. Thats cool but we should know the truth. Just look at it. Common 
sense.

• Mike edna ==. I live in Masa, Az. I saw from E to W above my head the 
same exact thing you guys recorded.



more
• indy Bunker == A "rocket" that moves like the good year blimp, right.
• Brooke Walker == Since when do they jettison at 10,000 ft. ? I guess some 

people will believe anything the government tells them.
• https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=X2QrrdwBGEs
• ===========          

• MeDallion Motion Pictures == The selected music by Rick Rosas makes 
everything come together. Great footage Rick but I thought this rocket was 
supposed to be headed into outer space to drop off a few communication 
satellites. Looks like this so-called rocket had other plans and decided to 
vroom completely off course and hang around in the sky. Because flying at 
a low altitude and dripping glowing white circular smoke rings hovering 
over a town really doesn't say this is a rocket launch into outer space. Did 
this thing ever make it to outer space, did it just vanish or maybe NASA 
wanted to tell us this because it kinda made sense?

• https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=YgnmRUJemNw



Strange light spotted in the sky 12/22/17 San Diego California
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=DBsI2tSPNKg

• TreCookEm == I saw this from my balcony it scared the crap out of me I looked up 
and it was like a cloud with light and swirls weird huh?

• BountyUFC== I saw this with my own eyes, the smoke glowed in the sky behind it 
as if it was giving off a reflective glow and both of the objects, one in the front 
giving off the spearhead appearance and another close behind spinning and 
dancing around in a very strange manner eventually got dimmer, the smaller one 
dipped and eventually fell, the first larger one did the same very soon afterward. 
Almost like fireworks slowly running out of powder and then eventually vanishing 
over the mountain.

• Janakma Jana   == This happens last year rocket my ass what type of rocket just 
be chillen not moving that's some alien $hit

• Savage T == if it was a rocket they woulda warned the people because they dont
want them to start a panic. They lying they didnt know that was gone happen. 
Think about it. They always lie to everybody so it wouldn't spread world panic 
they dont want to have to deal with that so they keep it private and tell us a lie to 
keep us calm. Dont believe what they tell us because they hiding so much from 
us.



https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=cH55VGVjkqo

• Millennial Mogwai == I thought rockets supposed to go straight up and not 
create crazy patterns.

• arigabe123 == for those who actually believe this thats your belief...but 
proof is different....symmetry...and also the speed .....ive witnessed many 
launches at cape canaveral fl...also further south in stuart florida and st
lucie county.......rockets heading into space dont take so long....watch a 
shuttle launch...its quick then gone....trajectory and symmetry is all wrong 
for this to be a rocket launch.....plus they sped up the video to make it 
appear as if it was moving faster......there are other videos...one took three 
minutes in view traveling sideways and another light trailing 
along...ok....the truth will only find those willing to see....truth is also 
blind....one sided......



Something Terrible is Happening in the Sky in California, USA
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3UW_eSQD-tM&t=1s

• Hi, I did not have any idea what it was. It freaked me out. Good that it is not North Korea 
or nothing bad. Tired of war, violence. The more we try to make the world a better place, 
there is always something bad happening in the world. Probably that's why if we can't 
explain anything, we are scared. If we knew what it was, we would enjoy instead of being 
intimidated.

• 3Gunner == Hmmmm how come no Rockets except the last couple years looked like this ?

• james shipp == When did our supposed rockets become Interdimentional and let loose 
plasma energy into the atmosphere / science has definitely cross breeded with the 
demonic.

• Janakma Jana == Rocket??? Since when do rockets just freeze in the middle of the air that's 
some alien $hit

• Gamer Fazer == And since when do send rockets during night?

• -----

• Ian Oeder [805 521 7273] == I saw this last night @7:30 pm in Arizona. I was coming home 
fron Kingman and went through the Coyote Pass and saw what I thought was the moon 
through clouds. Although it was a clear night. My battery was dead so I couldn't record 
what I saw. ….. It looked like a big iridescent vapor trail that glowed in the night sky.

• https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6mPCb0mTHLA&t=481s



Secureteam10 == https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=HybD6ApqtDE

• Tom Bubrig == I have a really simple question to ask about all the reports and videos of 
“lights in the sky”. The question is why do alien spacecraft need visible lights at all? I 
know what a solar flare is (like on a satellite) but that doesn’t happen at low altitudes at 
night. So if the aliens are trying to observe us without being detected, why run around 
with lights blazing? Surely interstellar spacecraft don’t navigate and avoid collision using 
visible light.

• conner mcleod == Anyone noticed the flairs (lol) all end up forming triangles... cool clip... 
are e.t's copying us?

• Slayton == The big thing doesn't seem like it has a solid form, it's constantly shifting. 
Makes me think it's actually some sort of wormhole or gateway that's letting those 
triangles through. The triangles are fairly common to be seen solo but is THIS how 
they're getting here? And what the hell are they? Is there a craft between the lights that 
we can't see? Maybe we're only getting part of the picture here.... like the exhaust from 
their propulsion is being picked up by the camera but not the actual craft. It's too weird. 
Definitely seen similar things like this on other infrared channels though so it's definitely 
something that occurs in our sky.

• MrDragoncdxx == Looks like the orb opens a portal for all those other orbs to pass thru.

• Blueprint Walsh == I wonder why they make a formation of a triangle. I wonder if it’s 
related to the pyramids. Maybe they are hoping we will remember or recognize the 
shape. Very interesting.



Secureteam10 == https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=HybD6ApqtDE

• odd P. == The "mothership" looks like a flexible living entity ~ like an amoeba or 
something. Dimensional portal maybe? Not sure why UFOs like triangle formations.

• Brandon Brooks == I’ve just never in my life seen so many UFO captures, and this one is 
particularly worrisome. It’s as if for years they were as stealthy as possible, and now they 
just don’t care who sees them and when. Invasion imminent?! Geez.

• serial mom == Does it scary the crap out of anyone else that these things seem to be 
above our heads on more or less a daily basis and most people happily go about their 
bussines and have no idea this is happening? If more people took this subject seriously 
we would surley find out quicker what the hell is going on. It scares me as to what 
disclosure will actually reveal once it comes

• Destiny 22 == Im absolutely captivated on this particular video because I'm 99% sure its 
the same #UFO that comes to my Sieera Nevada sky often. I showed this to my next door 
neighbor lady who is co-witness sky watcher at night with me. Couple of weeks ago she 
was calling the UFO a 'jellyfish'. She watched this video and confirmed its same object we 
see here. I have 2 more ppl to show this to. Come see for yourself. Appx 50 minutes drive 
distance from Reno Nevada. Big goosebumps here in East Plumas County 96122.

• tephen Widden == TR-3B Astra, tracking alongside some kind of anti-grav stealth troop 
carrier. Still top secret technology, will be 2030s before it's revealed / acknowledged.

• Washton Mitchell == omfg this is the best ufo video to date..something major major
major is happening and its already begun in silence undetected they are secretly wipeing
human kind out



https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=IAfpGyspYqE

• Jeremy Urday == Okay so the government is gonna go ahead and say it was some type of 
"missile" test but I seen missiles before they don't look like that at all at least like with 
this unknown thing the little circle thing at the end doesn't look like no missile or rocket 
test. Wake up call people there are UFOS in this world this type of sighting has been seen 
multiple times before I seen one just like this over Brentwood CA and now it was the 
exact same but it was all blue and no noise waa coming from it and it disappeared after 
like 2 min but it appeared again in another location now I don't believe in aliens but 
there is something in space we don't know or if there is the government is hiding it let's 
all be real about it

• Critical Thinker == What is wrong with the government and their shills. We all know what 
we saw. I don’t care if all you paid shills/ trolls come at me. That’s NOT a spacex launch.
…. the pulsing craft indicates it was emitting energy. It could be earthly, who knows! It’s 
called an Unidentified Flying Object. And that’s exactly what it was, a UFO.

• J Mason == Its not a rocket since when do rockets fly across the sky? Never they shoot 
straight up you guys will see a plane Right. In front of your eyes land and still decide to 
believe its a helicopter stop believing the lies doesn't even look like a rocket were??? 
Smh



https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=EGOaHm0s6Es&t=59s

• Queen Aja Akhi == Ok....so this isn't what we saw... you can compare the videos it isn't the same. 
There wasn't one ounce of fire only what looked to be some type of deformed cloud. I was there so 
I saw it with my own eyes and IT DID NOT react the same way as the one in your video. Don't try to 
tell these people lies when u weren't there. I'm not saying it was alien BUT IT WASNT A ROCKET!

• aj cc == Rockets dont run greatly perpendicular to the earth. Especially considering how close by 
the supposed launch was at. Since when do rockets fly completely sideways to try to get to space? 
Most rocket launches ive seen had a mild arc. And what was the stationary object in the middle 
that was giving off pulses. Even if its a rocket it happend in 3 different places on 3 different 
occasions in less than a week. Whats the rush? And why such a big race to space. Idk man i would 
love to believe it. It just seems farfetched. And if it was true then what are the reasons behind the 
different occasions

• Nunya Bidness == So...Russia launched the same sperm rocket either on the same day or close to it. 
We launching Rockets from Russia now too? Right.....

• ChiefJustice Middleton == you fail to see how fast the rocket disappears out of view and why we 
never saw this type of phenomenon ever when NASA was launching their rockets back in the sixties 
and seventies

• L Ninja == I guess if you assume that everyone is stupid, this sort of video will convince thousands 
of people to deny what they saw ... But the problem is .. not everyone is retarded ... Explain the 
BLUE exhaust? I notice that agents like him keep playing the black and white version of the video 
because the mere fact that the ENTIRE thing is blue suggest that something other that rocket fuel is 
doing this ... EXPLAIN THAT 

• Ernest Vigil == Shill. You are a government shill. Why don't you and your handlers get a clue about 
the American public, and the general public the world over, that we can handle the truth.



https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=EGOaHm0s6Es&t=59s   more 

• Wesley Fiegen == Who are you kidding... A rocket goes faster and upwards... And if they fly 
horizontally they go way faster.... And what idiot sends a rocket above populated area's?? 
You need to see the ufo above china there was a same one a few years ago! As you can 
see on YouTube... This is a other lousy explanation of the gouvernment.. You need to dig a 
little deeper into the subject.. So who is kidding who... I know what I see when I see it... Its 
defenitly not a rocket in my opinion...

• Levite718 == Why would they launch a missile over a very populated city without warning 
people so they don't fear for their life... The public should be put on notice.

• neil2226 == How do you explain it going so slowly across the sky? How do you explain the 
objects and the pulsing coming from the detached part? How do you explain the two 
moving objects going to it and away from it? Look at raw footage from a news helicopter
…. no mate I’m sorry but that footage is not the same as the other clips of footage I have 
seen. What you’re explaining is not what I’m seeing. That is barely going 1000mph let 
alone 4000mph. And aren’t rockets meant to go 15000 on their way into space? What can 
pulse shapes in a vacuum? If they’ve already reached the vacuum of space then how on 
earth do you expect them to be able to get it back?

• Jay Walker == yeah sure it was a rocket lol...how in the world do u explain the 
swirls? never seen that at any rocket launch in florida

• ncle sam == your full of it I was there a rocket don't sit still in the air it was about 100 feet 
over the top of gladstones and it was blowing smoke rings and it wasn't 530 it was 830



https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=pNwkXhNxJ7s
Changed My Name == I work in Lake Havasu City Az and I was on my way to work and saw 
this exact $hit! I pulled over to record it and on my phone it wouldn’t record what I was 
looking at. And it was basically right over me!!’ Then it disappeared! Holy $hit that Phoenix 
saw it too cuz Phoenix is like 4 hours away from us!

Isa Peacekeeper === Those "somethings" have speeds of ships not our own. THAT'S what it 
looms like to me. Even if the launch was a Space X and I have yet to see confirmation of 
that . . "whatever" was launched was "observed" by other than US and probably just in 
case it was something else. I can't imagine Space X had a faster rocket THAT SMALL that 
goes THAT FAST take aim at a Space X . . if the item on left ( and I saw two around same 
size in diff. positions) was Space X WHY target practice with something Space X does not 
have for that small size and speed IMHO….. Probably more likely that THE UNKNOWN 
object flying too fast for ours probably turned its lights off appearing to disappear . . but 
still QUITE nearby. I have seen how they can detect radar is going capture them b4 it 
actually does and they make a conscious choice to "allow it to be seen" because their tech 
can elude naked vision AND radar. . . which they DO often, if they or their ships sense 
someone is checking them out….. I have seen how there are many who do protect. . . some 
stand down and "observe" and some have intervened. All non-military and not of Earth. 
Apollo 13 was an intervention and it involved the same type of weapons onboard the 
module that they attach to heads of rockets that no one wants. … I have watched for more 
than 35 years missile defense tests with one launched rocket being intercepted by another. 
THEY HAVE NEVER travelled at the speeds we see from object on left



more

Melanieintn == The "somethings" can be seen in other videos coming in and of 
sight following the rocket. It was like, "Oops, better check this out, these humans 
gonna blow something up...gotta get a better look."

mcota5 == Truth Report That's what we're being told, however, I think it was very 
low for a rocket carrying 10 satellites, that is what the news and online reports are 
saying. Doesn't mean they're telling the public the truth. Questionable. And, yes I 
also noticed something coming towards it from the left side too. Hum. I'm in Cali 
and saw it flying by and pretty low.

Will H. == If this was SpaceX, why was it launched over populated areas that 
crossed flight paths to San Bernardino International, Ontario International, Bob 
hope International, LAX in addition to multiple municipal airports? What type of 
chemicals would stay illuminated in the sky without a light source? 

Pamzy Love == This is pretty intense footage first thing I noticed that there was a 
plane or something heading towards it from what I understand all Air flights and 
whatnot are shut down when a rocket is being launched. Also once it was in the air 
there was that thing behind it lit up and then it slowly died out I take it that's rocket 
debris that was raining down on people's houses



UFO OVER SOUTHERN California, Over La Verne Skyline 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vai6-Q2DU7g

• Countryman Gaia Warrior == Grendal HOW IN HELL CAN BE A ROCKET IF 
THERE IS FOOTAGE FROM THIS SAME EVENT ALL OVER US AND.EVEN 
MEXICO ? Are you that dumb to still believe main.stream media? You 
sheeple are not brainwashed you are.actually brainDEAD!!!

• https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Jp41ThAAGT0

• Phoenix Meeka EL === i am south of san diego and saw this same 
event...captured as much as i could on my phone video also...truly 
amazing,... hope it is the ancient ones returning to get rid of all the bully 
law enforcement, judges, banksters and lawyers along with all those who 
support them knowingly...my guess is about 15% of planet will dissappear
and the rest of us can live in peace and no fear of their tyranny

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Jp41ThAAGT0


https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Aa7vEu5Xm9g

VancouverCanucksRock == They say that it is illumated like that cause of the Sun. 
BS, that $hit is projecting those beams like a Flash Light!

Eric Imfeld == Not a missile. that plane would not have been flying that close!

MeDallion Motion Pictures == Hay @ 0:48 didn't the reporter say that thing was 
supposed to be launching communication satellites in the air and get it to outer 
space? That clearly looked like someone on the remote control of Falcon 9 made a 
big detour and stop the entire rocket in mid air. Ouch!!! outspace is straight up not 
curving and hovering over a city. The people who weren't aware of this supposed 
launch were freak'n out. So did this thing even make to space?

Kevin - M: Ehrenworth == That $hit in the sky wasn't a rocket I have lived in Lompoc 
and sneaked onto the beach when they were firing rockets from vandenburg in the 
90s I've seen many launches and that weird stuff in the sky is project bluebeam



Falcon 9 rocket launch provides spectacular view in Bakersfield
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JRzZl_nq6fk&t=28s

• venomblader == this was visible from 500 miles away, space program is just a 
cover up for all sleeping people. This is test of blue beam project, not the first and 
not the last. Its the only hologram technology possible thanks to chemtrails in the 
sky left by planes. nce they accomplish it the elite ruling this world will fake ufo
invasion to lower the world population to 5 mln. Just open your eyes, make your 
own research and spend the last moments with your families.

• Terri Victor == I was sleeping during this event when it took place. But I swear I 
heard “I believe I can Fly “ in the background. 

• Nurse Chris == So many things wrong here, why didn’t we see where it was 
launched from??.... and why the hell was it transparent???....... more importantly 
the reporter said it was supposed to be launched “into space” for communication 
purposes WTF?? Clearly it was not in space!!.... And last but not least WHY DIDNT 
THEY WARN THE PUBLIC!!!! y’all can’t be this blind.....

• MastaMonkey == You fuc4ing retards that think this is just a rocket are morons. 
The thing behind it is pulsing energy



more
• Tracykeithwall == This is a test of a ion trail electro-magnetic device. See this 

video which shows a better vantage point of the transition between a rocket 
plume un-electrified starting at 2:22. The electro process goes through stages and 
emerges with oval plume that grows larger. 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JRzZl_nq6fk It also turns horizontal and 
slows down so it cannot be the rocket itself if its achieving orbit as they say. It is 
NOT the sun lighting up the plume because you see the plume goes dark for a bit 
then lights up again and also notice the electrical star anomaly pulsing figure 8's 
out of the middle of the plume. The plume lights up because its now electrified 
plasma (ions from the rocket exhaust plume). They, the ions, have a current 
pushed through them and are like wires delivering current to the ionized rocket 
exhaust and the current forms 2 Birkland currents which later look like rope 
wrapping around each other typical of Birkland electro-magnetic behavior. What 
is the purpose of this device?

• Richard F J.r. == It went right over my house and I got very good photos of it

• PublicIgnoranceIsGovernmentBliss == No...I know the explanation for flying 
horizontal right out into the ocean so they can just land that firecracker out 
where no one can see what's goin on. All u blind sheeple have zero ability to see 
the lies because ur ego is built on nothin but fuc4in lies! U dont research $hit u 
just regurgitate the bs lies that have been crammed down ur brainwashed 
throat....and that makes u "educated"...no that makes u indoctrinated



HUGE UFO OVER LOS ANGELES 12/22/2017 LIGHTS OVER L.A.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LBipoRvap7I
• Lisa Bunne == rippipip bull$hit watch any other launch none of them detach like this 

thing did and even the smoke figure is different. Oh and it wasnt going up and out it was 
practically hovering

• lppoqql == You actually believe its a Falcon rocket?? LOL look at it, Falcon cannot create 
such a huge light cone.

• Love == What kond of rocket can be seen from two different states at the same time at 
that size ?? Its not a rocket ! The news stations are owned too and are handed their 
script to read .....there are several orbs following it and it seems as though its enetering
another dimension or portal. …. how is it that ppl in 3 states saw it at the same time , if it 
was just a rocket ?? Stfu u controlled minion…. no rocket is the size of the Moon so ur
theory doesnt work....this indeeed was like the moon only in its size because its a 
massive spacecraft ....No rocket is large enough to be seen in several states at one time

• Dobby the Dovah == actually yeah americans who have seen a rocket launch before thats
know that they go straight up you know toward space at 6 or secen thousand kmh. they 
dont cruise casually over the heavily populated areas like the good year blimp

• Loren Robertson == I can understand how that big thing could be a rocket of some sort. 
But that little thing flying irradically all over the area in all directions...now that is 
unexplainable IMO.



HUGE UFO OVER LOS ANGELES 12/22/2017 LIGHTS OVER L.A.

• pretty girl == The government just want to see the reaction from people. If enough folks 
get scared without question the elites know they can stage the fake alien attack & have 
everyone believe we're being attacked by aliens which will cause chaos and it'll be easier 
for them to control and enslave the masses. We are living in our last days. The great signs 
& wonders in the sky God talked about in the Bible is not of him but Lucifer himself and 
this one of those great wonders. Aint no such thing as aliens those are demons... People 
better wake up! Or its gone be alot of folks being easily manipulated into going to hell or 
accepting that damn chip.

• Casual Kiddo == That clearly just came into are atmosphere and not no space x rocket..I
call major B's..That's clearly a Mothership and it minion's..That's just a small one wait till 
you see the super Mothership the size of a country or larger like the size of the whole 
planet or bigger...Only a realist like me knows the truth but it's sad that people are just 
lost in the sauce and don't want to know what's out there.

• CryptoCoin Vill == Casual Kiddo yeah im not hearing all that rocket bs. People dont
undeestand how deep the rabbit hole goes

• oubleq6969 == I watched this thing too from Palm Springs and for those of you saying it 
was light up from the sun, you are full of $hit. It was bright as if light up LED, not from 
sunset. And I'll ask again, why do these so called rockets not fly directly straight up? 
Don't quote no text book either!



HUGE UFO OVER LOS ANGELES 12/22/2017 LIGHTS OVER L.A.

• Mark Mathews == People seeing it in Arizona and Nevada prove that it is not a rocket. Do 
you really think you could see a rocket from that far away? Oh yeah and the Earth is flat. 
Think about it. If you could see it from all the way in Arizona then there is no curvature to 
the Earth.

• Christopher S == Ooooo, Unsuccessful or possibly a cancelled portal opening , to see a 
successful portal opening recorded over Cern search cern spiral , anywho judging by the 
plumage it would seem the flight crew and its passengers are stardust ,

• Bryan Lombera == you know what it could be a rocket flying as low as a helicopter 
though like 2 300mph :

• PIFF SMOKER == You guys do know the government is in comment sections like these 
manipulating point of views and so forth. This isn't a rocket and its clear as day. I think 
I'm drawing the conclusion more and more everyday we are being manipulated and 
pulled away from God. This is a sign. Not a rocket.

• Jay C == How is it a rocket when it was floating in the same position for like 5 minutes 
before it started moving to the left. it didn't go straight up it went from right to left and 
then there was helicopters following it.

• VOODOO DRED == to those of you ignorantly repeating the mainstream narrative that 
this is a falcon 9..are really showing ur fear that it aint human...... could also just b rich 
dudes messing with portals.... google falcon 9 launches..they look nothing like this... 
people like to b parrots without researching coz of their natural fear for the other...



https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=AsDV9FYsjm8

• Jack ==  what the fuc4 kind of rocket leaves a trail like that? Or travels 
horizontally instead of going straight up into space

• Jason Dee == Exact same thing happened in Florida. identical. look it up. 
They claimed that was a rocket as well. Bull$hit. Its the grand delusion. …. If 
you pay attention as i did, THE SMOKE IS ALREADY THERE and its not going 
up, its going horizontal. Thats wat i see. I dont have to believe there story. 
My eyes can decern

• J Deuink == This is sad... wake up people... missile? Satellite? Never has 
there been one which looks like this. You can search far and wide, this is 
nothing they want us knowing about... smarten up and become a remnant 
before its too late.

• David Wilson == Space X my ass I just saw RFB and I agree with him that 
this isn't a rocket now they launched thousands of rockets and they just 
don't look like this come on people open your eyes or better yet wake up 
dead man

• Joe Reyes == I seen a copter under the light go by it



Bryan McHugh [https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=AsDV9FYsjm8]

how many "satellite launches" just LIKE this have happened since JUNE now? 35? 55? 70? These reports 
are NON STOP out of California. 

Those are weapons! Nearly all of them are POTUS authorized plasma Space X warheads….

Any "satellite" launched up is to take down the progenitors of Bluebeam that felonious primate STEALTH 
SLOP ships are attempting to burn California from the inside out using NUTS powerful microwave beams.  

Being able to see microwave beams with the naked eye takes an impossible amount of energy. Those 
STEALTH SLOP ships do not seem to be capable of torching the state from space. These cloaked STEALTH 
SLOP ships are getting fried out of the sky via plasma detonating out BOTH the front FORWARD moving 
detonation illumination identification ….

There is ONE other Space X "satellite launch" among the ever rapidly growing accounts of these "satellite 
launches" where this happens and the felonious primate STEALTH SLOP ship gets what looks like X-RAYED 
OUT OF EXISTENCE...

What is going on? Felonious primates have been using California as a propaganda arm and EVIDENCE 
DUMP and BURN pit since NO LESS than 1 9 6 3. Yup JFK has always been even EASIER than this to solve 
and it always has been. 

Stay out of their way. Those felonious primate STEALTH SLOP ships HIDING at LOW ALTITUDE behind 
holographic CLOAK are NOT space aliens. ….



https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-lZvUjKhvBw&t=131s

• Kirk March == Dec 22, 2017 spaceX9 launch looks nothing like this. There are 3 or 
more objects 1 object is browned out just hovers. This video has orange red color 
from single engine; also stage separation the stage continues in the same direction 
as main rocket. 

• 12\22\2017 The lead vehicle flying slowly due South just off coast of Camp 
Pendelton CA. Had clearly visible TWIN engines on rear.; the color was neon blue; 
the so called separated stage fluttered began emiting red orange dripping metal 
changed direction 2 neon blue engines became apparent on second vehicle, it 
went into power dive flying due west. 

• Lead vehicle then nosed up and accelerated across horizon in 10 seconds gone. 
• Last UFO remained hovering lost sight of it when night sky went dark. 

• Don't know what it was, But it was no X9 unless it transforms into 2 different 
vehicles each powered by twin blue engines. 

• Side note the separated vehicle flying due west left no zero trail in the sky, only 
lead vehicle flying due South left the massive floreelsence sky trail.

•

• LDNROAMER == No Sonic-Boom, how is that possible?

• Dallas Stars Fan == This was seen from amarillo Texas (partially)



https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8D-67WvYy3E
• Timothy Okeefe == I dont think its space x....I can give you dozens of reasons...Instead in attempt to 

slow down the paid trollers that i see on every video....I challenge you to watch a few dozen of these 
videos....I actually seen in a video an airplane pass between the two orbs and in the smoke and even 
a little kid said...Hey see the airplane....And his dad said no way its that low.....The dad sounded like 
Seth Rogan...

• Mind Made Design's - DIY == No one has filmed from the other side. in all videos it go left --> it is a 
powerful led beamer

• NAG HAMMADI == I've seen satelight, launches they do not look nor act as this did. This footage has 
a illuminated ball of light followed closely by another doing maneuvers in the tail and the high tech 
satelight b.s. is protocol the same crafts were seen in northern call recently as well and they said 
middle testing however you can't do middle testing over a inhabitants city no military personnel 
would sign off on that

• Anthony Mccamey == its not a rocket. some of these people have no common sense whatsoever 
smh.. never has a rocket been able 2 stop in mid air and give off light at that power. dumb ignorant 
mfs

• Petrus Dijkzeul == Its a UFO, which idiot will launch a rocket over L.A, always Florida, open your eyes

• TheHonestSupremeTruth SupremeBeing == Its a missles that got destroyed by ufos. Missle just dont
do that people



https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=AsDV9FYsjm8

• bryan groom == It was a space x launch if you haven’t seen yet

• Cheesecake BMX == mo how is that a launch it's going forwards not 
fuc4ing up and what was the thing it dropped

• Kimbarlee Moon == Yes, a rocket would be going up, not horizontal?!?!?
…. I have now seen some other news footage that confirms it was a 
Falcon 9 Space X rocket launch, and I could more clearly see it going 
upwards. My bad, I guess from footage taken in Arizona it looks like it is 
more horizontal than upwards. Thanks and take care!

• Will H. == This was NOT SpaceX... If it was, from the video I captured, the 
object would have crashed somewhere between Riverside and San 
Bernardino Counties-However there have not been any reports of any 
type of crash in the area.



https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=AsDV9FYsjm8

• Eduardo Sánchez == Thats defenitely not a satellite. I aint Buying all 
that government $hit. Stop hiding the truth and let the people know 
what really goes on in area 51!

• Natalie Logan == Videos of the same thing in CA. Media said it was 
rocket from SpaceX. Don’t really believe that since it happened in two 
different states at the same time.

• Dynasty == Natalie Logan Correct! And since when do they launch 
rockets in the evening while commercial planes are flying near take 
off site???

• Banana Bus == I saw that in new mexico and it was huge😯😯 i got 
scared and it was weird i thought it was a gate way to heaven... Once i
looked at it was gone



https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vBP3O9-VPCk
• adrian rodriguez == People are so fkn stupid most of ppl believe this is a 

rocket Thats insane thats been happening for years its not a fkn rocket u 
can tell easily is not a rocket just open your eyes. Ppl need to wake up

• Cypress0101 == Engineers have some explaining to do because no rocket 
causes that. . That was a long and wide trail that started from the 
beginning of the launch. …. It had to at least been using some kind of new 
launching technology. Again it wouldn't train from take off that thick

• Jeffrey-scott Bates == Clearly something breaking through the firmament 
into the waters above. No other space launch has looked like this. What is 
the glowing orb after the penetration through the firmament? Why do the 
"thrusters" seem to be shut off for a second, then back on looking like a 
bullet traveling through water? People that don't see that this is NOT a 
space launch are sleeping hard. …. I'm just not brainwashed by media 
(greek goddess of sorcery) and television (tell-lies-to-your-vision). Other 
night launches do not have any resemblance to the space x launches



UFO, rocket????? The unbelievable light show over Phoenix sky

• Alan Campbell == Rockets go vertically not horizontally that was Fallen Angel 
technology you're witnessing

• Aviator_Psands == Space x iridium 4 launch

• MrCoughupalung == STFU. Nobody is believing the government anymore. Wake 
up $hit head!!

• Shatner Williams == MrCoughupalung Haha, yep. They are lying sacks of $hit.

• David Wattie == That's not a rocket it's to slow and it's flying sideways not straight 
up.

• Timothy Okeefe == You realise we are watching light bend and curve....Also we 
are watching clouds of gas illuminated.....We dont have the tech to do this......

• https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LQeca8BvHns



SpaceX launch spooks the west coast, causes #aliens to trend [Fran Snyder]
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=myp5U38iVtE

If it was that low over California, other states would not be seeing it too. The 
government is hiding something! …. I have proof…. 
The object flying was not that high up and you can tell by the video that its not high 
enough for several states to see it.… it was seen in all those places because it did 
not come from Cali. It came across those states before it ended up in Cali. 

That object was NOT in space. It was not that high up over Cali at all!…. It was not a 
rocket! 

They have been seen in several countries! Not just here in the US! There is no way 
3 different states saw that at the same damn time that low to the ground!! 
I'm not going to argue with you! YOUR the one that's the idiot and by keeping up 
the arguing proves it even more! …. The people who claimed they saw it was going 
over them, not way the hell over in Cali!! It was going over all 3 states! If it was a 
rocket and launched from Cali and going a different direction than those states, 
they would not have seen it!!…. 
I've seen rocket launches and they sure as hell do not look like that!…. If it was 
fricken going left from LA, it would be going towards the ocean, not visible to 
where the other 2 states were at!! 



https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=cH55VGVjkqo

PAPA MIO == With all the fires in California why would they allow a rocket launch ? Not 
even a BBQ was allowed on my street. Not to mention the launch looked fake light does 
not pass through weeds and vegetation unless its the Sun! Which is the only light source 
that can pass through and bend around objects.

Track Diesel == okay, ive watched every space x launch and NONE OF THEM looked close to 
this

PNW Herpkeeper == Its weird the rocket should be vertical if its going to space and you see 
something that looks like water ripples by one of the objects.

Harry Nield == A rocket launch into space that goes sideways!!! Nothing like a rocket 
launch.

Granny Loca == Lawrence Beal I watched the whole thing on a balcony in Long Beach last 
night, this was not a rocket. I think the government tested our ICBM shield.

• https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8StqFTo-wL8

• Kevo 73 == I was on the Pier in Oceanside California this was no rocket it came outta
nowhere. I got 2min. of footage scared the hell out of me!



https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=RFCcT5ZO3b8

• TimoteoDeBaum == I am skeptical of these forceful and disrespectful 
comments insisting it was SpaceX. Either you're sheep or government 
bots... Why does it matter and what's wrong with a discussion of 
what it could've been? Who are all of these people defending this 
phenomena as a spacex rocket launch? And how would you know and 
why are you so angry at people with opposite opinions? Fake 
comments or conditioned sheep.

• Cheyenne Wild == did anyone actually see this specific rocket launch? 
because i've looked for videos of it starting and it looks completely 
different, is huge and flies straight up not almost vertical as this one, 
cant find anything else that looks like this.
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